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ello and welcome to the Summer 2017 edition of Airline
Ground Services.
This issue features an introduction to the IATA
Ground Handling Conference taking place in Bangkok
in May, with details of the programme and what
delegates can expect from the event plus an interview with host
airline Thai Airways.
IGHC brings together representatives from across the global
aviation industry, providing a platform for intensive networking and
exchange of ideas, expertise and information. Among the topics for
discussion this year is the new Standard Ground Handling Agreement
that is to be released in 2018. To ﬁnd out more, turn to page 4.
Elsewhere in this edition of AGS: we look at developments in the
Middle East region as a whole as well as considering the challenges
peculiar to Egypt’s ground handling industry. Other parts of the
world covered this time around include Australia, where one
handler has had huge success; Singapore, where handler SATS has
opened an e-commerce hub; Ukraine, which is undergoing reforms
aimed at improving standards in ground handling; and the UK,
home to Jet2.com – a carrier that recently decided to self-handle at
East Midlands Airport.
Readers will also ﬁnd reports on refuelling (with a view to
sustainability for the future), aircraft cleaning (inside and out) and, of
course, our regular round-up of advances in technology for the various
sectors within the ground handling arena.
I hope you ﬁnd plenty of interest in this issue – and I hope to see
many of our readers at IGHC! Q
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IGHC PREVIEW

IGHC HEADS
FOR BANGKOK
I
The 30th IATA
International Ground
Handling Conference
(IGHC) will be held at the
Centara Grand Hotel at
CentralWorld in Bangkok,
from 21 to 24 May. It
promises to address vital
issues affecting our everchanging industry
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ATA head of ground operations
Joseph Suidan considers: “We –
all of the key role-players in this
industry – are used to working
in a high-pressure, extremely
time-sensitive and ever-changing and
developing working environment. The
ground handling sector, while maybe
not so visible to the travelling public,
is just as impacted by the changes that
make this such a dynamic and exciting
industry to work in.
“From the IATA side on ground operations, we have brought to fruition a
better structure that brings oversight
of ground operations strategy, standards and processes under the newly
established Ground Operations Group
or GOG. This new group comprises
top-level representation from airlines
and ground handlers who can provide
far-reaching and insightful guidance
to our industry through IATA’s global
network.”
While the changes within IATA
ground operations are important in
that they make the ground ops sector

more visible within the organisation
itself, changes in the industry are even
more significant.
“The airside of the airport is poised
on the crest of a wave of change,”
Suidan says. In some countries, ramp
jobs are not being filled, causing an increasing problem of handling aircraft
in a timely and cost-effective manner.
It is interesting that this reticence to
take up ramp jobs comes at a time
when technology seems able to step
into the breach – autonomous cars
are starting to take their place on city
streets, robot arms have been handling
delicate objects and placing delicate
items with great precision for quite a
number of years and battery-powered
cars are entering the mainstream of ordinary people’s commuting and pleasure journeys.
How soon will it be before passenger boarding bridges dock themselves
accurately at aircraft doors, and service
trucks arrive and station themselves in
the correct sequence at the correct aircraft service points? The technology is

www.ags-airlinegroundservices.com

IGHC PREVIEW

HIGHLIGHTS
OF THE IGHC
PROGRAMME
Day 1
Business, Engagement and Development – Get facts and figures on
the economic outlook and global
business opportunities in plenary
sessions. Afternoon workshops include what’s new in the SGHA for
2018 and other business development topics.

Day 2
Enhanced Operations – Plenary
sessions cover ISAGO’s new model,
human factors and more. In an
afternoon Q&A speed-networking
session, you can discuss topics of
interest with experts, face-to-face.

Day 3
Innovation, Technology, Sustainability – Are we ready to embrace
the tempting new technology solutions on the airside? Find out
what’s in the pipeline and how
we’re getting ready.

there, it is growing ever cheaper and
more reliable and – certainly in some
locations – there is a growing and ever
more pressing need to get the job done
with ever fewer people. How are airlines, ground service providers and
airports preparing for this change?
IGHC’s technology-themed third day
will try to posit some answers to these
questions.

incidence of ground damage, on a
worldwide scale, remains a huge worry
to the sector. IGHC draws together
those whose remit is safety – and seeks
to provide some of the answers to the
ramp’s ongoing problems.

•
•

The airside of the airport is poised
on the crest of a wave of change
IATA head of ground operations
Joseph Suidan

•
•

•
AGENDA

The cornerstone of the IGHC
programme is safety – a subject at the
heart of ground handling that should
never be overlooked. Whilst fatalities
on the ramp are rare, nonetheless the

www.ags-airlinegroundservices.com

•
•

Topics on the agenda include:
The new IGHC Innovator 2017
award
Meet the expert – your chance to
discuss a variety of ground operations topics with experts in the field
on a virtually one-on-one basis
Rising stars – University students
present their research work
Is safety still first when handling
services are outsourced, or is price
the key?
Technology at Work – automation,
robotics, drones, autonomous vehicles – how ready is the airside for
the latest advances in technology?
ISAGO: new model
Employee retention – new and efficient ways of training people and
retaining your human capital
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In addition, with the upcoming release of the next version of the global
Standard Ground Handling Agreement (SGHA) in 2018, it is expected
that many delegates will be wanting to
get the inside line on what is coming
at the first afternoon’s ‘It Takes Two to
Tango’ session on the SGHA.
The creation of GOG and its various Ground Operations Technical Subgroups means that IGHC no longer
includes any voting of IGHC officers
or of changes to the AHM (Airport
Handling Manual) and IGOM (IATA
Ground Operations Manual).
Also this year, IATA is launching
its first IGHC Innovator awards for
ground operations to recognise innovation in service, systems and processing, amongst others. The finalists will
be selected by a jury of industry experts and IGHC delegates will be able
to cast their vote for “the most innovative innovator” throughout the event,
with the winner being announced during the closing plenary session.

Those who have attended
the conference before will
be well acquainted with the
multicultural nature of the
event
Joseph Suidan

NETWORKING

All the morning and afternoon sessions,
as well as the more focused topic
sessions, take into account the fact that
delegates are also attending IGHC to
meet their counterparts from other
parts of the world – whether as possible
clients, as competitors, or to share and
exchange experiences.
“Those who have attended the conference before will be well acquainted
with the multicultural nature of the
event,” Suidan observes. “It accurately
mirrors the broadest width of the international commercial aviation industry
as a global enterprise, attracting worldwide representation of many nationalities among the almost 800 delegates,
which include more than 200 ground
handlers and 90 airlines.”

THE FUTURE
OF TRAINING

T

hose attending the International Ground Handling Conference
(IGHC) this year can visit the IATA booth to experience the new
virtual reality training modules on RampVR – the latest ‘plugand-play’ virtual reality training solution for ground operations.
RampVR combines high-spec virtual reality hardware and
software with IATA training for ground operations professionals so that theoretical knowledge can be backed up with effective practical training in a very
realistic environment, without disrupting active operations on the ramp.
Fully compliant with IATA standards as set out in the Airport Handling
Manual (AHM) and IATA Ground Operations Manual (IGOM), RampVR accurately replicates the ramp environment and avoids the typical challenges of
ground operations training.
Airside can be dangerous and noisy, and training in this environment can
be difficult. Time is often limited during the day due to operational restrictions and aircraft availability. Furthermore, different weather conditions and
unexpected, irregular situations cannot be replicated during ‘live’ operations.
Unlike ‘live’ training, RampVR allows users to generate a variety of scenarios or aircraft turnaround inspections featuring aircraft damage or foreign
object debris to enhance training. Users can also simulate day and night operations and adverse weather conditions. It is possible to pause and review
‘operations’ so details can be checked or explained and access notes, forms and
other reference material in real time. The innovative training programme also
allows users to record performance for review and future reference.
It has been observed that virtual reality training increases retention rates
by as much as four times and enhances staff motivation and engagement.
Studies conducted in other industries show that using virtual reality reduces
the duration of staff training, saving a third of training costs. RampVR is a
cost-effective solution that enables flexible training anywhere, anytime.
RampVR can be accessed at designated IATA Training Centers, through incompany training or via the purchase of the required equipment and modules.

For more information about this year’s
IGHC, visit http://www.iata.org/
events/ighc/Pages/index.aspx
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We pride ourselves on delivering
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THAI AIRWAYS INTERVIEW

KEEPING
STANDARDS

HIGH

5IJTZFBST*"5"(SPVOE)BOEMJOH$POGFSFODFJTUPCFIPTUFECZmBHDBSSJFS
Thai Airways International. AGS caught up with Usanee Sansingken, CEO and acting
QSFTJEFOUBUUIFBJSMJOF UPlOEPVUXIBUTOFXUIFSF

T

hai and Thai Smile’s combined route network covers
11 domestic destinations
(excluding Bangkok). The
carriers also fly to 52 destinations in 20 Asia-Pacific countries,
and to 17 destinations in 12 countries
on intercontinental routes.
As at 31 March 2017, Thai Airways and its sister carrier Thai Smile
Airways owned a fleet of 95 aircraft,
consisting of 38 long-haul aircraft, 35
medium-range aircraft and 22 narrow-body short-haul aircraft including
B737-400 and A320-200.
The company will take delivery
of five A350-900s in the latter half
of 2017 and five more in 2018. These
new aircraft will replace two A330300s and five B747-400s, which will
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be phased out of the fleet over the next
couple of years. In 2018 Thai’s fleet
will consist of 100 aircraft altogether
and will remain so until 2021.
Thai is also the biggest ground
service provider in Thailand, and
is known as TG Ground Services
(TGGS). TGGS provides full services including line maintenance for
ground support equipment for Thai
and other customer airlines at Bangkok and other domestic stations. It
is investing in new ground support
equipment to improve ramp services
across its domestic network.
TGGS has the biggest cargo terminal space in Bangkok (90,000m2),
Phuket (1,800m2) and Chiangmai
(2,000m2). It is expanding its cargo
terminal network to cover other air-

ports in Thailand such as Hat Yai, Chiangrai, Surat Thani and Krabi. It currently serves 70 customer airlines.
Finally, TGGS delivers in-flight catering for both domestic and international flights for 60 customer airlines,
and delivers on-the-ground catering
services too. Recently, it received the
Skytrax Best Economy Class Airline
Catering 2016 award.
TGGS offers a pretty comprehensive
range of services – presumably you
self-handle at your home hub?
Yes, we do our self-handling at
our home base in Thailand and handle for our customer airlines’ flights,
both in Bangkok and domestic stations, together with our 100% owned
subsidiary company WingSpan. With

www.ags-airlinegroundservices.com

THAI AIRWAYS INTERVIEW
this strategy, we can manage costs efficiently. Furthermore, we can better
control many aspects of manpower.
We are able to develop new young
people, to have Thai standards, which
greatly satisfy our customers. The
shortage of personnel is at minimum
to none. In some operations, our company provides outsourcing or out-job
in order to achieve a complete supply
chain.
What about elsewhere – what
is your approach to handling at
locations besides Bangkok?
We do self-handling services outside
Thailand only at KTM (Tribhuvan International airport in Kathmandu). At other stations abroad we use various GHAs
depending on factors such as choice or
availability of providers at each location, service provision and competitive/
reasonable prices. Pricewise, we operate
under a global deal for some locations
such as in Australia (at Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth). We expect
to expand this concept to other locations
in Europe and Asia.
As one of the ground services providers at locations within Thailand,
TGGS is also looking for a potential

Thai Airways is investing in new GSE

opportunity to expand its ground handling business abroad in the future.
Returning to your home base,
what do you see as the biggest
challenges there?
From a ground handler’s perspective, the main challenges are severe
competition in pricing, financial management and cost control and service
expectation from airline customers.
Our challenges are how we have
to manage and control costs that are
not stable; that is manpower, use of
ground service equipment and so on.

It is necessary to have people who can
multi-task. Just like any other industry, the airline industry needs to attract
potential employees with good benefits
and a good career path as well as job
security. Definitely, we have to balance
all of this with our cost control in order
to keep our people with us. People are
always the valued resource to maintain
our standards.
For financial management and cost
control, one of the most important
projects in our company is to review
cost reduction at every operations unit
without affecting quality of service.
The cargo and mail department has
performed very well on this when they
launched Cargo Lean Management:
under this programme, they can shorten working time, decrease damage
claim, increase safety and security, create new service solutions, increase efficiency and, finally, increase customer
satisfaction. The catering department
has been successful in reducing imported raw material by buying more
locally. Their actions support what the
Thai government calls for. Another example is we are using consultant services for passenger and ramp areas of
the business.

BidAir
Safe, Reliable Service
When Handling is
important to you!

PROUDLY

SOUTH AFRICA
t$BSHP)BOEMJOH
t1BTTFOHFS)BOEMJOH
t3BNQ)BOEMJOH
t"JSDSBGU(SPPNJOH
t&YFDVUJWF$PODJFSHF
t0VUTPVSDFE$BSHP
t)PTQJUBMJUZ

Providing quality ground handling services to more than 20
airlines operating 17 000 ﬂights a month.

5FM 'BY 
NBSLFUJOH!CJEBJSDP[BXXXCJEBJSDP[B
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WORKING TOGETHER

Recently, Thai Airways International announced its inUFOUJPOUPCVJMEUIFSFHJPOTlOFTUBJSDSBGUNBJOUFOBODF 
repair and overhaul facility at U-Tapao International
airport, and in March, European aircraft maker Airbus
signed an agreement to invest in the new facility.
“The government will accelerate the joint aircraft repair
centre between Thai Airways International and Airbus and
arrange regulations of public-private partnerships to shorten the EEC Implementation period to three months,” according to Deputy Prime Minister Somkid Jatusripitak, who
oversees the economic ministries in Thailand.
He adds that when renovations and upgrades are completed, U-Tapao will be as large as Suvarnabhumi International Airport, the country’s main international gateway
located on the outskirts of Bangkok. Thai and TGGS plan to
support the EEC project by offering ground handling services to airlines at U-Tapao. “We believe that our well-trained
staff and full facility will effectively encourage the aviation
service and business there,” Usanee remarks.

Next, service expectation: we understand our airline customers can save
costs by using full ground handling services. They can also conveniently monitor our services at headquarters. We
have introduced several new technologies to support operations such as online check-in, kiosk check-in, highly efﬁcient systems/equipment, etc to avoid
manpower shortages and/or to reduce
time-consuming processes as well as
controlling costs whilst enhancing convenience and satisfaction for our customers. Our long-term plan is to look
for an effective partnership project with
the Thai group in order to synergise the
Three Brand Strategy (Thai Airways,
Thai Smile Airways and Nok Air) so we
can cover all customer sectors.

There were concerns over aviation
safety in Thailand a couple of years
ago; what practical steps has Thai
Airways taken to improve safety?
In May 2015, Thai Airways management launched a new policy to
align the airline to EASA standards to
ensure a world-class airline management system. An upgrade to meet with
the EASA Part ORO (Organization
Requirements for Air Operations) was
completed in September 2015 along
with the EASA-based Organization
Management Manual (OMM), specifically called THAI Integrated Management Manual (TiMM). The newly
drafted EASA-based OM-A and OM-D
were produced on 31 October 2015.
Workshops and trainings on the new

compliance culture and EASA standard for senior management, managers
and staff were also completed.
Implementation of a new safety
and compliance management tool,
namely the Integrated Quality and
Safety Management System (IQSMS)
began on 16 November 2015. The complete cutover date from the former in-

Our long-term plan is to look
for an effective partnership
project with the Thai group in
order to synergise the Three
Brand Strategy
Usanee Sansingken

house developed Air Safety Reporting
program to this Company Safety Information System (CSIS) tool will coincide with Thai’s 57-year anniversary,
namely 1 May 2017.
A joint collaboration between
Scandinavian Airline Systems (SAS)
and Thai in the implementation of a
safety performance monitoring and
analysis platform named ENPLORE
began on 4 January 2016 and was fully
implemented on both airlines on 7 December 2016, expanding to three more
Star Alliance carriers with the prospect
of adoption by the whole alliance if
found effective. This platform doesn’t
only provide real-time SPIs (service
provider interfaces) but also combines
the correlation of SPIs to predict the
likelihood of safety events such as the
European Aviation Safety Agency ‘Significant 7’ to give airlines a chance to
intervene before such mishaps occur.
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More generally, how is Thailand’s
aviation industry developing?
The number of tourists is growing because of the government policy
to promote Thailand’s tourism, with
floods of tourists coming from China
and all over the world. Air transportation has become easier and more popular. Tourists can choose among various
airlines to fly from/to Thailand. Lowcost carriers (LCCs) have definitely
come in and taken some market share
from the premium airlines. The trend
of this industry depends on several
factors. Customers come with more
expectations, and they are more cost
conscious than ever. Therefore, the
airline business is much more aggressive. In order to compete with LCCs,
premium airlines raise their standards
to a higher level for both service quality and safety.
TGGS has to customise its services
in order to serve its various customer
airlines. For example, LCCs need less
ground time, services for narrow-bodied aircraft, less baggage allowance
and so on while legacy airlines need
full premium services. Besides this,

www.ags-airlinegroundservices.com

TGGS delivers in-ﬂight catering for both domestic
and international ﬂights for 60 customer airlines

Thailand is obviously attractive for
Chinese tourists, so we do focus on our
staff ’s potential for second language
skills as well.
At Bangkok Suvarnabhumi airport
(BKK), the Airport Authority of Thai-

land (AOT) will expand Midﬁeld, Terminal 2 within five years, to serve
the growth of the industry. AOT also
launched a Passenger Baggage Reconciliation System (PBRS) on January 1,
2017.
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HANDLER FOCUS

Glenn Rutherford, the CEO of Australian ground
handler Aerocare, has been on what he calls a
“rollercoaster ride” in his two decades with the
company, as David Smith discovers

A FIRM
FOOTHOLD:
LUCK, STRATEGY
AND INNOVATION

R

utherford first worked at
Aerocare as a student, with
a casual job on the ramp
at weekends. At that time,
Aerocare had only 37 employees. Later, in 1997, he rejoined in a
managerial role and has since overseen
periods of growth at breakneck speed.
In the past four years, Aerocare’s share
of the market has grown by 300%
compared with less than 10% for its
competitors. Aerocare now has 3,000
employees working at 35 airports and
the fourth-largest percentage of the
Australian and New Zealand ground
handling business. The company
services 3,200 flights per week and
41,200 passengers per day.
“It’s been a rollercoaster ride for
sure,” says Rutherford. “We’ve always
run our own race and not followed our
competitors down any paths. We were
a new entrant to an established industry and we challenged every accepted
method with our processes, resource
structures, role demarcations and even
our GSE design. At every stage we
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have asked, ‘what could be done differently?’”
The story of Aerocare’s rapid rise
is a mixture of great strategy and good
old-fashioned luck. The company began life in 1992 with one man running
operations supported by his friends
and family. For a long time, Aerocare
had only small bases at three Australian airports – Newcastle, Sydney and
Melbourne. But on September 14,
2001, just three days after the terrible

terrorist activities in New York city,
Aerocare’s fortunes changed overnight
with the collapse of Australia’s secondlargest domestic carrier, Ansett Airlines.
The demise of such a big operation
had far-reaching implications for everyone in the Australian aviation sector.
For a start, it was the largest sacking
in Australian corporate history, with
16,000 staff laid off instantly. Ansett
had been hit hard by cutthroat competition in the industry, particularly
from the arrival a year earlier of two
new budget airlines, Virgin Blue and
Impulse. For Aerocare, the most significant consequence of Ansett’s collapse was that it opened up a host of
opportunities with the emergence of
Virgin Blue, which later became Virgin
Australia.
“Virgin Blue approached us in September, 2001, and asked us to set up
ground handling operations at six
airports in six weeks all over Australia, from Darwin in the north of the
country to Canberra in the south,”

www.ags-airlinegroundservices.com
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Rutherford recounts. “We were given
36 hours to set up operations at Canberra. We were notified on the Friday
and were operating on Sunday. Needless to say, we didn’t sleep much at the
time. But we called up every resource
and we managed it.”
Fortunately, at the time of Virgin
Blue’s approach, Aerocare had recently
landed a ground handling contract
with the other recent low-budget entrant to the Australian market, Impulse. But as part of the 2001 realignment of the sector, Impulse had been
sold to Qantas, which had its own
ground handling teams. As a result,
the Aerocare ground handlers who
had just been laid off from the Impulse
contract could be re-deployed with
Virgin Blue.
With the Virgin Blue contract in
place, Aerocare’s workforce expanded
from 37 to 200. Soon afterwards, the
company moved its home base from
Sydney to Brisbane, where it was easier to meet up with Virgin Blue’s representatives in person. The strong partnership between the two companies
was to be the bedrock of Aerocare’s
growth over the next two decades.

chased Aviation Ground Handling
(AVGH) from Queensland Airports.
AVGH is now integrated and operating as Aerocare with 200 staff offering
a full range of ground support services
for passenger, cargo and military aircraft at Gold Coast, Townsville, Rockhampton, Mackay, Sunshine Coast,
Miles, Brisbane, Roma and Whyalla

passenger transport and other ground
services. It employs around 400 staff
and a fleet of 140 vehicles.
In New Zealand, Aerocare secured
a strong foothold four years ago when
it purchased Skycare, a significant
fixed-based operator (FBO) and the
ground handler for JetStar. In addition to other ground handling services,

A CLEAR DIVISION
Andrew Bartlett, head of Qantas Airport Services, agrees that the market in Australia is divided into two between the major cities (which are
dominated by the big ground handlers) and regional areas, especially in
Western Australia and inland Queensland (where smaller players prevail).
He describes these companies as “small businesses with highly motivated
owners, but sometimes hindered by transient workforces”.
h5IFTF NBSLFUT mVDUVBUF XJUI TVQQMJFST  SFMJBOU PO BJSMJOF USBGlD XIJDI
may be linked to mining and industry changes,” Bartlett adds. “Periodically
one of the larger Australian ground handling companies makes inroads into
these markets linked to securing contracts with the larger Australian airlines.
Generally the service provided by these companies is very personalised and
highly responsive.”

MARKETS

Most of Aerocare’s business comes from
domestic demand, which is enormous
in Australia. As the world’s sixth-largest
country, much of it uninhabitable,
Australia’s population is scattered far
and wide. Last year, there were about 59
million domestic passengers compared
with 36.6 million international ﬂights,
according to Australian Government
data. Although there are 19 air operators
in the domestic market, it is dominated
by three airlines: Qantas (35%), Virgin
Australia (29%) and Jetstar Airways
(21%).
“In Australia there are two distinct
markets: domestic and international,”
explains Rutherford. “Aerocare has the
largest share of the domestic market,
with a handful of smaller agents that
create a competitive environment. But
lots of smaller operators have disappeared over the past few years. To succeed in this market, we’ve taken an aggressive approach to scaling up, which
has been the right strategy to lower
overheads and meet customer expectations of better prices. We’ve grown
300% in the past four years compared
with our competitors growing at less
than 10%.”
Part of Aerocare’s success is down
to making strategic acquisitions of
smaller companies to scale up its operations. In 2015, for example, it pur-

www.ags-airlinegroundservices.com

airports. A year before the AVGH purchase, Aerocare also acquired Airline
Handling Agency – a regional Queensland competitor.
Another major acquisition came
the following year with the purchase
of Carbridge, a leader in passenger transport and aviation solutions
which transports more than 25 million passengers each year at Brisbane, Sydney, Adelaide, Perth and
Melbourne and Singapore airports.
Carbridge operates under its existing brand and business structure. In
addition to aviation bus transport,
Carbridge provides transport consultancy, bus design and manufacture,

Skycare has become the flight support
service provider for VVIPs and government officials throughout Australasia.
Another important part of Aerocare’s success has been its embrace of
technology solutions to increase efficiency. When it could not afford to buy
expensive kit in its early days, it opted
to build its own. Fortunately, these
cheaper versions usually turned out
to be much better options. “We went
about building software that suited
our modern business. We were able to
keep our modern practices and let the
software fit around the business rather
than trying to adapt old technology,”
Rutherford observes.
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Aerocare, he says, has developed
some of the most impressive technology solutions to be found anywhere
in the ground handling world. In particular, the company has access to an
extraordinary quantity of input data
from customers, airports and air traffic. “We’ve got more data than anyone
and a fully integrated database, which
includes payroll, performance reporting, resourcing and asset management.
We analyse so much information that
we can fix issues even before our customers come close to knowing there’s a
potential problem,” Rutherford states.
Aerocare has mainly used a capable small in-house team to design
technology solutions. But it employed
an outside company of specialists in
optimisation to design its latest piece
of kit, which is called AROS (Aerocare
Resource Optimisation System). “It
enables us to combine all the permutations of training and rosters and live
schedules and staff preferences. It’s
the most efficient roster possible and
in such a competitive environment, it’s
fundamental,” says Rutherford.
For a long time, Aerocare employed
just one payroll person part-time to
pay 1,000 employees at 15 sites over
two and a half days each month. Now
there are triple that number of employees based in two separate countries
and the entire payroll consists of just
three people. “This is tactical as well
as technical. Although we are a happy
company where people enjoy working,
we don’t want to do work that doesn’t
need to be done. If a machine or a web
tool can populate forms, or write rosters, then we will invent it,” explains
Rutherford.
GOING INTERNATIONAL

Most of Aerocare’s expansion has been
domestic, but Rutherford says that in the
past four years, its share of international
ground handling has grown from 4%
to around 17%. It now lies in fourth
position behind the two multinationals,
dnata and Menzies, and the legacy
Australian airline, Qantas. Aerocare,
he says, is getting enquiries all the time
about its international services.
“The multinationals tend to be only
interested in international and cargo
because the contracts are more lucrative than domestic business,” he outlines. “They have the advantage that
they can leverage global deals and keep
their prices down. But Aerocare has
advantages, too, because local knowledge counts for a lot in the Australasian region. As an Australian company,
we understand the cultural and indus-
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trial landscape very well. Our business model is continually evolving and
there are always international contracts coming up for renewal, whereas
the domestic market is more static.”
More international ground handling business is bound to emerge in
the coming years in Australasia, one
of the world’s most dynamic aviation
markets. The International Air Transport Association (IATA) is predicting
3.4% average growth in international
passengers until the end of the decade.
Australia is increasingly becoming a
tourist destination for well-off Chinese, Japanese and Koreans. Figures
from the Australian Bureau of Statistics showed double-digit year-on-year
growth in visitor arrivals was recorded
in all of the first 10 months of 2016. Although New Zealand remains the largest market by annual visitors, China
will soon overtake it. An estimated 1.17
million passengers arrived in Australia
from China last year.
Chinese and Australian airlines
now have unrestricted international access into each other’s markets through
a new arrangement for an ‘open aviation market’ between the countries.
This will pave the way, in particular,

We analyse so much information that we can
lYJTTVFTFWFOCFGPSFPVSDVTUPNFSTDPNF
close to knowing there’s a potential problem
Glenn Rutherford

for China-based carriers to maintain
their strong growth into Australia and
add new routes from China’s emerging second and third-tier cities. It will
also open up opportunities for Aerocare
both in Australia and New Zealand, and
potentially in China. Rutherford says
Aerocare is now looking to expand into
overseas markets for the ﬁrst time and
is weighing up a few options, including
in the Indian and Chinese markets. He
believes market conditions are increasingly favourable to such a move.

“Asia is the fastest-growing market and we are right on the fringes
and well-placed. The business model
is changing there, too, and that will
help us. The old model of cheap labour
won’t work there as time goes on. As
wages in Asia are rising quickly, the
ability to manage the labour workforce
efficiently becomes a high priority and
we have done a better job building
technology to manage that because of
the comparatively higher Australian
wages,” he concludes.

THINK DIFFERENTLY
How did Aerocare
become Australia’s leading
independent ground handler?
We NEVER stop looking
for better ways.
www.aerocare.com.au
Meet us at the IATA Ground Handling
Conference in Bangkok from May 21-24.

SAFETY EFFICIENCY INTEGRITY
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EGYPT REPORT

ROLLING WITH
THE PUNCHES
E
The challenge of
balancing quality and
QSJDFJOEJGlDVMUQPMJUJDBM
and economic times
is made all the more
EJGlDVMUGPS&HZQUT
handlers in the light
of continuing security
concerns

gypt’s history over the
last few decades has been
marked by numerous terrorist attacks alongside
economic struggles and
concerns about human rights violations under a dictatorial regime. Protests against President Hosni Mubarak
led to a revolution in 2011, military
crackdowns and a coup d’état removing power from the then President Mohamed Morsi in 2013.
The current President, Abdel Fattah al-Sisi, was elected in 2014, and
(although his rule has included mass
trials, widespread jailing of opponents
and a crackdown on civil liberties),
things have stabilised in recent times,
according to Bahaa Tharwat, market
research manager at Egyptair Ground
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Services Company (EGS). Presidential and parliamentary elections have
led to the formation of a stable government, which has taken significant
steps towards economic reform that
Tharwat believes is essential to the
Egyptian economy as a whole.
In addition: “Both airlines and
ground handlers have huge support
from the holding company for airports
and navigation which is reflected in
continuous meetings and communications with both sides, and in taking all
the needed steps to raise the security
bars and procedures at all airports.”
Ground handling in Egypt is improving in respect of working practices
and service quality. For example, EGS
was one of the ﬁrst ﬁve companies in
the world to obtain ISAGO (IATA Safety

www.ags-airlinegroundservices.com

EGYPT REPORT
Audit for Ground Operations) and is
now certified at six stations in Egypt:
Cairo, Hurghada, Sharm el Sheikh,
Borg El Arab–Alexandria, Luxor and
Aswan. The company remains focused
on training and is also in the process
of renewing its equipment, investing
in passenger steps, conveyor belts, air
conditioning units (ACU), air start
units (ASU), potable water trucks, toilet trucks and passenger buses.
Another handler, Z-Aviation Services (ZAS – which operated as an airline itself between 1982 and 1997 and,
as such, has first-hand understanding
of the needs of its airline customers)
is also ISAGO certified and RA3 registered, while Link Aero Trading Agency holds a security licence from the
Egyptian Civil Aviation Authority and
prides itself on its “top-of-the-line” security services.
Tharwat is hopeful that the overall
political stability in Egypt will continue for at least the next couple of years,
leading to growth in both passenger
and freight transport demand and
possibly a return to pre-2010 figures.
Nonetheless, he has an eye on “some
promising opportunities” outside the
country, too.

www.ags-airlinegroundservices.com

country is slowly growing, with some
countries resuming air travel and others promising to do so in the near future. Egyptian experts are certain that
the tourists will come back.”
SETBACK

Bahaa Tharwat, market research manager
at Egyptair Ground Services Company

Looking back on last year, Sami Elias, vice president commercial and operations at ZAS, characterises 2016 as
“a year of hard work. Egypt fulfilled all
its obligations in terms of security and
equipment. It has to be noted that the
representatives of different countries,
who had visited Egyptian airports, remarked on significant progress. At the
moment, the number of tourists in the

However, this issue of AGS went to
press in the aftermath of the terrorist
attacks on two Coptic churches in Tanta
and Alexandria that took place on Palm
Sunday. Egypt is now several weeks
into a three-month state of emergency
declared by President Abdel Fattah alSisi, and the country’s tourism industry
has taken another hit just as it seemed to
be picking itself up.
The UK Foreign Office, as well as
its equivalents in some other countries, warns travellers of “a high threat
from terrorism in Egypt. Terrorists
continue to plan and conduct attacks.
Further attacks are likely. Most terrorist attacks target the security forces,
their facilities and other government
buildings. You should take great care
near these places. It’s also likely that
foreigners, including tourists, will be
targeted.”
Egypt is also among the countries
affected by the laptop ban imposed by
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Amr Samir, Link Aero Trading Agency CEO

the US and UK, which requires large
electronic devices to be stowed in the
hold and not brought into the cabin in
hand luggage on flights originating in
certain Middle Eastern and North African nations that are deemed to present a high security risk.
According to Tharwat, the ban on
flights from some countries due to security concerns continues to present a
significant challenge. “Most countries
have removed the ban but still we are
facing difficulties with receiving flights
from both UK and Russia,” he says.
With air travel having fallen for
all these reasons, competition among
Egypt’s handlers has naturally become fierce. The airports most affected
are those that depend for their business mainly on international tourists
– Sharm el Sheikh, Hurghada, Luxor
and Aswan.

Elias is not surprised. Egypt, he
says, is naturally more of a target for
terrorists than some other locations.
“What do we expect when we have a little town (Luxor) that contains a third
of the world’s monuments? What do
we expect, when Egypt is in a strategic
position for holiday makers from all
over the world?
“Global terrorist organisations continue to demonstrate motivation to
carry out attacks on the aviation industry,” he adds. In the light of that fact,
and the use of the technology such as
the Internet (closed forums or social
media sites, for instance) as a tool for
the discussion and planning of these attacks, Elias considers: “If we agree that
the whole world is in one war against
one enemy, then it is [a case of ] cooperation on all levels from every country
with every country, working day and

Passengers travelling from Egypt to the US (and the
UK) may no longer carry large electronic devices in
their hand luggage amid security concerns
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night to adapt our capabilities, training,
etc to match and comply with the new
non-stop ways of conducting attacks.”
Link Aero Trading Agency CEO
Amr Samir notes that although the
Egyptian airport authorities have always implemented international security standards, “they have also been investing in more sophisticated security
measures in order to regain trust from
the tourism sector”.
POSITIVE

Taking a wider view, geopolitical issues
across the Middle East have had a
negative impact on the handling business
elsewhere in the region besides Egypt,
and major airports in countries where
there are active conﬂicts or instability
have been subject to signiﬁcant declines
in activity. But: “Air trafﬁc in Dubai,
Abu Dhabi and Doha hubs will still be
strong as they are mainly driven by the
major Middle Eastern carriers using
these airports to connect the Asia Paciﬁc
region with Europe,” Samir says.
The ongoing expansion of the
private jet industry is also keeping
Middle Eastern aviation growing rapidly, he notes. This trend is creating
opportunities for ground handling
companies in the region – including
some Egyptian firms, who are focusing on their neighbouring countries
to obtain more business. Link Aero,
for instance, is strengthening its operational bases in Jordan, UAE and
Morocco by transferring experienced
employees. It is also studying other
opportunities in Africa with a view to
expansion into new markets in order
to help mitigate the negative effects of
the unstable aviation sector in Egypt
– all the while remaining hopeful that
better times are soon to come.
• See page 20 for more on the Middle East
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MIDDLE EAST REVIEW

The Middle East may be going through troubled times, but that
isn’t stopping the region’s aviation industry from expanding

PROSPERITY
AMID THE CONFLICTS

I

In the Middle East, great wealth
rubs shoulders with great strife. It
is a place of two parts, very broadly.
There is the troubled Middle East
– the countries torn by war and
strife and the ones that get the most
coverage in the western media like Iraq
or Syria – and the opulent Middle East
– the UAE, Oman and Saudi Arabia, for
example.
As one might expect, the latter have
well-developed aviation sectors, while
the former have a great deal of rebuilding to do.
The region is home to some of the
world’s most dynamic aviation markets. In the UAE, new low-cost carriers such as flydubai and Air Arabia
are competing with somewhat longer
established – though still relatively
young – carriers like Emirates and
Etihad. The UAE also packs in a large
number of airports, relative to its size:
the original main hub, Dubai International, Abu Dhabi and Sharjah are
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all within less than 100 miles of each
other, all feature in the regional top
10 and they have lately been joined by
the new Al Maktoum International (or
Dubai World Central), which promises
eventually to outshine them all when it
finally gets up to speed.
In this part of the world, countries
build infrastructure first and then worry about finding business to fill it.
But not all countries belong to the
elite; many have a much more troubled
recent past.
Iran appeared to have achieved
something of a breakthrough when
international sanctions were lifted as
part of a nuclear deal. In remarkably
quick succession, it announced an order for over 100 Airbus planes, to modernise its decrepit fleet of ageing and
obsolete planes.
However, with a new, apparently
much more hawkish occupant of the
White House, that order has been
thrown into doubt. While Airbus may

be a European company, its planes
include many US-made components
and would be subject to any continued
sanctions that President Trump might
choose to impose in Iran.
In any case, Iran badly needs to sort
out its aviation infrastructure before it
can contemplate the large-scale operation of fleets of shiny new aircraft. It
has been estimated that the country’s
airports alone need the equivalent of
billions of dollars for repairs and to
bring them up to anything approaching contemporary standards.
Still, Iran could possibly become a
regional aviation powerhouse. While
suggestions in the wake of the lifting
of sanctions that it could become a
second Dubai now seem over-euphoric, this country of close on 80 million
people is in fact the Middle East’s second-largest economy and it certainly
has the potential to grow its airports
and aviation sector several-fold. It has
around 55 airports, though most of
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DXB’s Concourse D can accommodate
60 international airlines

them are severely under-invested and
fall well short of modern standards
and customer expectations.
FROM STRENGTH TO STRENGTH

In many other countries, aviation
continues to break all records.
Passenger trafﬁc at Dubai International
Airport reached another all-time high
in January 2017 – 8 million – and trafﬁc
is continuing to grow at near doubledigit levels.
One of the major players in Middle
Eastern handling is dnata, which has
now expanded far beyond its original
home market of Dubai and has operations in countries throughout the
world, including the UK, Singapore,
the Netherlands and Australia.
Back in its ‘home’ market, vicepresident for commercial and business
development Emma Deane says that as
the ground handler at Dubai International (DXB) and Al Maktoum International (DWC) Airports, dnata has

www.ags-airlinegroundservices.com

welcomed a number of new carriers to
Dubai in 2016/17.
These include new operators to
DXB such as Corendon Dutch Airlines
and Rossiya Airlines as well as the resumption of services by Thomson Airlines and Nepal Airlines at DWC and
DXB, respectively. Dnata is also “excitedly awaiting the commencement of
operations by Himalayan Airlines and
Salam Air”.
Deane adds: “We have also seen
strong growth from Air India, Air India Express, Jet Airways, Indigo and
Spice Jet, as India and Dubai continue
to strengthen their tourism and business ties. Given the challenges posed to
the airline industry over recent years,
it is encouraging to see the eagerness
to be a part of the growth story of
Dubai remains strong in all corners of
the globe. We also receive regular requests from ad-hoc charter operators,
taking advantage of the tourist appetite for exploring Dubai during the

winter months.”
Much of the increase in traffic is
home grown, with Emirates and flydubai continuing to boost their network and frequencies. The gauge of the
Emirates fleet continues to increase,
incidentally also making dnata the
largest handler of the A380 worldwide.
Likewise, regional carriers such as
Saudia, Gulf Air, Kuwait Airways and
Qatar Airways have all bolstered their
operations to DXB over the past year,
with Qatar Airways also adding flights
to DWC. The geo-centricity of Dubai
and the Middle East generally lends
itself to building itself into a natural
hub between East and West, and with
all regional carriers scheduled to receive significant numbers of new aircraft over the coming year, dnata anticipates that this trend will continue.
Dubai World Central (DWC), Dubai’s
new airport, is at the heart of the longterm growth strategy of aviation in the
emirate.
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In 2016, dnata handled 850,633
passengers, up 84.5% compared to
2015. Deane comments that “dnata is excited to support the recently
launched next phase expansion of the
DWC Passenger Terminal, which on
completion in late 2017, will accommodate 26 million passengers per annum. In the meantime, we continue to
see significant enhancements to the
existing facilities at DXB.”
The latter’s Concourse D, which
opened almost a year ago, can accommodate 60 international carriers. The
18 million passengers that will pass
through annually can avail of the flagship Marhaba lounge, which includes
sleeping rooms, a movie theatre and
business centre, various airline lounges and retail outlets prior to boarding
through open gates, a concept which is
unique to Concourse D.
Following the refurbishment of
Concourse C, dnata will support Emirates across three concourses, the flydubai hub at Terminal 2 and international carriers across both Terminal 1
and Terminal 2. Occupying an impressive footprint of over 2 million m2,
DXB handled over 83 million passengers in 2016, with Marhaba Meet and
Assist agents and dnata ground staff
ensuring smooth connection of passengers and their baggage.
Deane considers: “Carriers continue to seek safe, on-time performance
from dnata – which we are delighted
to consistently deliver. Over and above
basic ground handling, we have seen
an increasing trend of outsourcing
non-core business to ground service
providers. Consequently, we are increasingly asked to provide a full-service package to carriers including station management and lounge facilities
to name a few.”
As an organisation, dnata can provide a one-stop-shop for carriers by
supporting several aspects of an airline’s business – from selling tickets as

MEAG’s parent carrier, Middle East
Airlines, has strengthened and improved
its services

a GSA through its travel business, to
uplifting meals onto flights through its
catering operations, not just in Dubai,
but in 82 other countries.
As a result: “The handling market
is becoming one which values strategic
relationships and corresponding benefits generated for a carrier from dnata’s
knowledge of its core product.”
THE OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN

While life in most of the Middle East is
more ‘normal’ than the news bulletins
would have you believe and this is
reﬂected in airport operations, events in
other countries can sometimes impinge
on otherwise peaceful places, points out
Nada Hindi, responsible for marketing
at MEAG – Middle East Airlines
Ground Handling – which provides full
ground handling services at Raﬁc Hariri
International Airport in Beirut (RHIA).
Since the ending of the country’s
civil war, Lebanon has been quietly rebuilding its aviation sector and has enjoyed many years of comparative calm,
out of the international spotlight.
However, it can’t entirely ignore
events on its doorstep. Beirut has been
handling large numbers of refugee
flights from its troubled neighbour,
Syria. Some of these unfortunate people need immediate medical attention
on arrival, so MEAG must arrange
doctors, nurses and medical equip-

ment such as oxygen masks.
Thankfully, perhaps, the influx of
refugees has abated lately, along with
the number of refugee flights – though
not before the estimated one million
refugees had swelled the population of
this small country by around 25%.
Lebanon itself has had its troubles
in the past, of course. MEAG’s parent,
Middle East Airlines (MEA/Airliban)
endured the country’s civil war from
1975 to 1990, often having to operate
as an airline in exile with the planes
removed to the safety of neighbouring
countries.
Everything has now stabilised,
though, and MEA was able to rebuild
its route network; indeed, it strengthened and improved its services to Europe, the Middle East and the Gulf.
MEAG now employs more than
1400 people and, as the main handler
at RHIA, serves 28 airline customers
and handles over 24,000 departures a
year. “Life is back to normal here,” confirms Hindi.
In 2015, MEAG handled 83% of
passengers, 92% of cargo and 83% of
all flights at RHIA. It lists 32 carrier
customers, although the actual operators tend to fluctuate.
MEAG will concentrate on its core
Beirut market for the foreseeable future, Hindi adds. There are plans for
expansion outside Lebanon, but these
are long term, she stresses.
Meanwhile, MEAG is expanding its
Beirut operations, including building a
new, modern cargo terminal – “Cargo
is a growing business,” Hindi explains.
Again, this is partly due to events in
neighbouring countries. Syria is effectively closed to air transport so Lebanon has increasingly taken on the role
of transhipment hub for neighbouring
countries such as Iraq.
Another major MEAG development is its investment in an extensive
new handling fleet and equipment in
line with the latest IATA directives.

Emirates aircraft at DXB
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JET2.COM INTERVIEW

WHY JET2.COM IS

BUCKING
THE TREND
This year is a busy one for the UK’s third-largest airline,
Jet2.com. We caught up with Gavin Marriott, head of
HSPVOEPQFSBUJPOTUIFSF UPlOEPVUNPSF)FUPMEVT
how the airline is bucking the trend and why he believes
that self-handling helps the team work as one to deliver a
better experience for its customers

W

ith new bases at London Stansted and Birmingham coming into
operation,
alongside
the addition of 14 brand
new Boeing 737-800 aircraft to its expanding fleet (the company is taking
delivery of 34 new aircraft between
September 2016 and January 2019),
there is lots going on at Jet2.com. On
top of that, the airline is overhauling
ground handling operations at some
bases, including East Midlands Airport, Marriott explains.
You recently announced that you
are self-handling at East Midlands
Airport. What is the thinking
behind this?
We are increasing capacity and introducing additional aircraft, so the
operation is becoming more and more
complex. The question we found ourselves constantly asking was, ‘Do we
want this operation under our total
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control?’ and the answer was always,
‘Absolutely’. Through self-handling
we now have a ‘One Team’ approach,
with motivated Jet2.com employees
learning how to excel in their role and
understanding how this fits into the
machinery of delivering a first-class
customer experience. We have enjoyed enormous success doing this at
Manchester, Leeds Bradford, and at a
number of other airports across Europe, and it’s now the right time to do
the same at East Midlands.
What does the decision cover –
passenger, ramp, cargo...?
Our ground handling operation at
East Midlands Airport is now entirely
in-house, including front of house,
ramp, load control and dispatch. This
means that more than 200 Jet2.com
employees are responsible for the
entire customer journey, right from
the moment they arrive at check-in
through to when they depart – some-
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Gavin Marriott, head of
ground operations at Jet2.com
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thing which is pretty unique, and allows us to look after our own customers every step of the way. This allows
us to build on our award-winning service and deliver an even better end-toend customer experience at East Midlands Airport.

The fleet also bears our distinctive
red branding, setting us apart from
other operators. Not only do passengers at the airport see the fleet and
take note, but our teams work better
and take real pride in the new equipment too.

Will you be investing in GSE or
other equipment as a result of this
decision?
As part of our transition to selfhandling, we are replacing a diesel
fleet with a large number of electric
vehicles, including six electric beltloaders, and 12 electric baggage tugs.
This all has a very positive impact.
The cost saving and environmental
impact is obvious, but the safety features are a huge benefit too. As well as
rubber strips and buffers, creep mode
functionality, and automatic handbrakes, our new GSE is also equipped
with ZoneSafe – a proximity warning
system which Jet2.com has pioneered
with Avonwood, and which is designed
to prevent aircraft damage and reduce
the likelihood of accidents.

What are the cost implications
of switching to self-handling
as opposed to using third party
handlers?
We naturally looked at all the implications in detail, but the benefits
to our operation and to the customer
experience outweighed everything. As
Jet2.com has grown we have never lost
sight of what matters most – the customer experience. This decision will
only help us develop that and grow
further loyalty.

More than 200 Jet2.com
employees are responsible for
the entire customer journey,
right from the moment they
arrive at check-in through to
when they depart
Gavin Marriott

Do you think that you’ll gain other
advantages by bringing handling
in-house?
I could cite the advantages all day.
As well as improving our operation,
safety, customer experience and gen-

Emirates aircraft at DXB
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eral visibility, we are creating over 100
new jobs as a result of our decision
to self-handle. That is a very positive
economic message for the area, as is
our commitment to investing in and
developing people. Our teams also
benefit from only having one set of
procedures and requirements to work
to – by self-handling, there is only one
way of doing things. This clearly has a
positive impact on the teams, and on
safety.
What challenges are likely to arise
as you make this change and how
will you cope with them?
One of the key challenges is the
GSE, and all that is involved in changing over to a new fleet. You wouldn’t
give an inexperienced driver the keys
to a high-performance sports car, and
the same rule applies here. We will
put more than 100 people through a
dedicated training programme so that
they understand their role and how to
operate the equipment, as well as gain
a deep understanding of the Jet2.com
culture and their place within it. We
are already witnessing the benefits of
this, through a highly motivated team.

What will be the set-up at your
new bases at STN and BHX – will
you self-handle there as well?
Our friendly ‘Red Team’ will handle
front of house operations at both bases,
including check-in and boarding, as
well as at our brand new sales desks.
Taking a broader perspective, do you
see a trend either towards or away
from self-handling in the industry?

THE JOURNEY IN THE AIR

We are definitely bucking the
trend by moving to a self-handling
operation at East Midlands, just as
we have done at Manchester, Leeds
Bradford, and in various overseas bases including Alicante, Murcia, Palma
and Malaga. We have recently been
voted the UK’s top airline by users of
TripAdvisor, and these improvements
to our operation will only see us win
more customer satisfaction.
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REFUELLING REPORT

No business can
be heedless of the
environment these days
– and aircraft refuelling is
no exception. Chris Lewis
investigates

A
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key challenge facing the
whole of aviation is the
need to achieve ambitious emissions reduction goals, says Air BP
marketing director, Miguel Moreno.
Passenger numbers have been growing
at about 5% a year – doubling every
15 years. Even with the fuel efficiency
improvements offered by new aircraft,
aviation carbon emissions are growing
by about 2% per annum.
IATA member airlines are collectively committed to a target of improving fuel efficiency by an average 1.5% a
year between 2009 and 2020, achieving carbon-neutral growth from 2020
and reducing net emissions by 50% in
2050 compared to 2005.

But fuel efficiency measures such
as improved aircraft technology, operations and infrastructure are not
sufficient to reach the two latter goals;
low-carbon fuels and market-based
measures are needed too.
Sustainable alternative aviation jet
fuels, which currently are mostly biojet fuels, are the only low-carbon fuels available for commercial aviation
in the short to mid-term. However,
IATA has set a vision for a sustainable
alternative aviation fuel that will significantly reduce the carbon footprint
over the next few decades and to develop a long-term, sustainable alternative to petroleum-based jet fuel.
The industry has agreed to introduce a Carbon Offsetting and Reduc-
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Air BP under wing refuelling operations

tion Scheme for International Aviation (CORSIA) from 2020. Aviation
is the first sector to commit to such a
global programme, but this is still only
a bridge to longer term reductions –
which is where biojet fits in.
Solutions that Air BP can offer include the supply of biojet, unleaded
avgas, help with voluntary carbon offsetting including compliance with the
requirements of the European Emission Trading, as well as lowering emissions from refuelling operations at
airports.
In January 2016, Air BP collaborated with Norwegian airport operator
Avinor and biofuel specialist SkyNRG
to deliver jet biofuel from Oslo airport’s main fuel farm via the existing
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hydrant mechanism – the first time
aviation biofuel was delivered through
the normal supply mechanism, reducing logistics costs significantly and
demonstrating that airports can readily access biofuel with relative ease,
using existing physical infrastructure.
In May 2016, Air BP launched its
Environmental Solutions offering to
help customers achieve their carbon
goals through its ‘reduce, replace and
neutralise’ carbon emissions initiatives.
In October 2016, the company became the first aviation fuel supplier to
achieve carbon neutrality for its intoplane fuelling services across an international network of over 250 Air BPoperated facilities. Moreno says: “The

We have invested in Fulcrum to
secure a supply of biojet for our
customers and help them meet
their lower carbon goals
Miguel Moreno
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Biojet fuel makes up one part of the Air BP
Environmental Solutions offering

achievement follows a two-year journey, and was assured by an independent sustainability specialist company.”
Then, in November 2016, Air BP
announced a strategic partnership between BP Ventures and Air BP businesses with Fulcrum BioEnergy, a pioneer in the development and production of low-carbon jet fuel to supply
biojet into aircraft at key hubs across
North America, including Chicago.
Moreno explains: “We have invested in Fulcrum to secure a supply
of biojet for our customers and help
them meet their lower carbon goals.”
As part of a wider Carbon Management plan, Air BP is also developing
new technologies to support green
refuelling operations over and above
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into-plane fuelling such as biofuel
supply chain opportunities; changing
internal day-to-day operations; and
establishing initiatives that aim to influence behaviour, and attitudes, relating to carbon reduction within the
industry.
It’s also important not to lose sight
of the simpler issues, points out independent aviation ground service provider Aircraft Service International
Group (ASIG), recently acquired by
Menzies. “For us, this is a simple issue: we just need to ensure we don’t
spill or leak the fuel we are handling,
and our environmental impact should
be minimal. Of course, the simplicity
of our goal doesn’t diminish its importance, and we have robust quality

control procedures in place which we
follow to minimise risks.”
PRICE

Current fuel prices are lower than in
the past, Moreno continues, and have
helped the industry to navigate through
the ﬁnancial crisis that started in 2008.
However, “For Air BP, price is really just one part of a larger equation.
For example, our General Aviation
(GA) operator customers benefit from
holding a Sterling card account; features include electronic billing, access
to many GA dedicated service providers/into-plane operations as well as
potential beneficial credit terms.”
Air BP’s bulk and contract customers also benefit from services such
as provision of trained personnel,
technical equipment and additional
fuel resources on request. In addition
some Air BP customers have improved
their efficiency by starting to use new
technologies such as the RocketRoute
Fuel app, bringing transparency to
prices and useful information on taxes
and fees.
ASIG points out, too, that as a
refueller the impact of fuel prices is
marginal: “Aircraft need fuel to function, and our services will continue to
have value even as the price climbs.
Exchange rates can have some impact
on where fuel is uplifted – if European
fuel is cheaper than in the UK, for instance, then we might see a trend toward more uplifts in Europe – but this
has more of an impact on other players
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in the supply chain than it does on us.”
Air BP’s Moreno believes that as
airports get busier and airlines demand more efficient turnarounds,
guaranteeing reliable delivery of fuel
means that all parts of the system
need to be maintained and expanded
to operate at these increased volumes
– from storage capacity to hydrants.
Any disruption to an airport’s ability
to refuel aircraft can disable an airport’s ability to operate.
He states: “An airport operator
therefore needs to be able to rely on its
fuel supplier. To provide this level of
support, the fuel supplier has to have
the technical experience and expertise
to understand what can go wrong and
where, and what preventative controls
can be put in place.”
Air BP’s Technical Services offers expert teams available round the
clock who can respond to requests in
48 countries. As well as testing the
fuel, Air BP can assess the airport and
develop an improvement plan. It is
also not uncommon for the teams to
provide technical support to airlines
in instances where an aircraft has taken fuel of an inconsistent quality and/

or experienced problems with its fuel
system.
Air BP can draw on over 85 years’
experience. In 1927 it refuelled the first
transatlantic flight and in the 1930s
created the first aviation fuel services
in Dubai. More recently it designed
the fuel depot and hydrant for London
Heathrow Airport’s Terminal 5.
Air BP Technical Services can support customers with a complete avia-

tion fuel consultancy service in the
regions in which it operates and in a
variety of local languages. Examples
of its work include design, construction and maintenance of fuel facilities; management and operation of
fuel facilities; setting and maintaining standards; audits and inspections;
essential technical documentation;
product quality and operational support; as well as advice on carbon foot-
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print reduction in ground operations.
Refuelling services have historically been provided by specialist providers who are skilled in understanding the health and safety risks and the
operational and equipment controls
required to manage them. Airlines and
regulators have very stringent contractual requirements for the delivery
of aviation fuel and airports often impose heavy insurance requirements for
refuelling services.
There are different models in different parts of the world. Bundle offers are quite common in the US, but
not elsewhere. In many instances,
having different suppliers of various
services helps the customer optimise
operating costs. Now, with new digital tools coming to the market, it is
becoming easier to order and manage
all services, so the need to bundle offers is not as important as it has been
in the past in some parts of the world,
Moreno argues.
ASIG adds that in Europe, Middle
East and Africa, fuelling is typically
provided separately, as it tends to have
a different customer profile than other aviation services. In the US, some
customers may seek to bundle it with
ramp or passenger handling, which
ASIG will facilitate.
FROM STEEL TO GREEN JET FUEL

There’s no getting around the fact that
aircraft burn massive amounts of fuel
– a 747 typically gets through 36,000
gallons in a 10-hour ﬂight – and it
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has always been viewed as a difﬁcult
industry to turn truly ‘green’. While
it is possible to make biojet fuels, the
amount of fertile land that would have
to be diverted from food production
makes this an unpalatable prospect, at
least in some parts of the world.
Now, though, a US-based company, LanzaTech, has hit upon an ingenious alternative – turning the copious
waste gases from steel production into
low-carbon jet aviation fuel.
The world’s steel mills currently
throw out massive amounts of waste
carbon monoxide (CO) gas, which until
now has often had to be flared (burnt
off ) into the atmosphere as carbon dioxide, itself a major greenhouse gas.
However, LanzaTech has found
a way of capturing carbon from that
waste gas by fermenting it into ethanol, which is then used to produce
feedstock for a variety of products, including aviation fuel – each gallon of
ethanol yielding half a gallon of aviation fuel. The company estimates that
the process could be used to capture
and recycle around a third of the carbon that steel facilities would otherwise release into the atmosphere.
The process has now got beyond
the experimental stage and is beginning to produce aviation fuel on a
large scale, thanks to a partnership between Virgin Atlantic and LanzaTech
who, since 2011, have been committed
to producing the world’s first jet fuel
derived from waste industrial gases
from the process.

LanzaTech has, for the first time,
produced 1,500 US gallons of jet fuel
from ‘Lanzanol’, its low carbon ethanol. Moreover, it says, the alcohol-tojet (AtJ) fuel has passed all its initial
performance tests with flying colours
while early analyses suggest it will give
carbon savings of 65% compared to
conventional jet fuel.
Chief executive of LanzaTech, Dr
Jennifer Holmgren, tells AGS: “We
have, for the first time, produced a
large quantity of jet fuel through the
process.”
The fuel is not chemically identical to conventionally produced aviation fuels, she explains. Conventional
kerosene includes aromatics, but Lanzanol-derived fuels lack these – and
they are necessary for existing engine
technology. However, this problem
can be avoided by using a blend of
conventional kerosene with up to 50%
of the Lanzanol-derived fuel.
The certification process has only
just started, says Holmgren, and the
authorities will no doubt be asking
many questions and requesting additional data. A year might be a reasonable estimate of how long it will take,
she believes.
NEXT STEPS

LanzaTech and Virgin Atlantic will
continue to work with Boeing and other
industry colleagues to complete the
additional testing aircraft and engine
manufacturers require before approving
the fuel for ﬁrst use in a commercial
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aircraft. Assuming all initial approvals
are achieved, LanzaTech jet fuel could be
used in a proving ﬂight in 2017.
Following
successful
proving
flights, the data collected will then enable the partnership to seek approval
to use the fuel on routine commercial
flights. This would also help pave the
way for LanzaTech to fund and build
its first commercial jet fuel plant to
supply fuel to Virgin Atlantic and other airlines.
With the help of a grant from the US
Department of Energy (DOE), the new
fuel could be commercialised by about
2019/20. The innovative alcohol-to-jet
(AtJ) process was developed in collaboration with Paciﬁc Northwest National
Lab with support from the DOE and
with funding from HSBC.
Fuel produced through the process
is “unlikely to be cheaper” than conventionally produced jet fuel, but the
price could be adjusted through carbon credits, Holmgren suggests. She
also envisages that the fuel would be
delivered to airlines through existing
suppliers and fuelling arrangements.
To do otherwise would be to add unnecessary complexity.

So far, much of LanzaTech’s discussions have been with airlines, who
are under pressure from ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization)
commitments to reduce their carbon
footprints, but talks have also taken
place with the fuel supply industry.
Although Virgin has been the lead
partner – its founder Sir Richard
Branson has described it as “a real
game changer for aviation” that could
significantly reduce the industry’s reliance on fossil fuel within our lifetime
– other carriers are also very interested, says Holmgren.
Where the commercial fuels are
produced and supplied is largely a
question of availability of feedstocks
and economics, she suggests. Virgin is a
UK-based carrier, and the partnership
hopes that the ﬁrst LanzaTech jet fuel
plant would be based in that country.
However, much of the world’s steel
production is in Asian countries, especially China, and it would make
economic sense for much future production of the new fuel to take place
there. (The first large-scale batch of
Lanzanol was produced in China at
the Roundtable of Sustainable Bio-

materials-certified Shougang demonstration facility.) In other parts of the
world, where land for growing for food
is less of an issue, biofuels might be a
more viable option, Holmgren says.
“But I also consider this new fuel as a
biofuel,” she adds.
One of the attractions of Lanzanolderived fuel is that its feedstock is
available very cheaply – at least in the
places where it is produced; but the
cost of transporting gases to production plants would dramatically alter
its economics. “We need to go to where
the gases are,” points out Holmgren.
LanzaTech estimates that its process could be retrofitted to 65% of the
world’s steel mills, offering the potential to produce 30 billion gallons
of ethanol worldwide, and in turn
around 15 billion gallons of jet fuel a
year – which would be just under 19%
of the 80 billion gallons of aviation
fuel used in the world today.
However, this could be a conservative estimate because, according to
Holmgren, the process is “feedstock
flexible”: waste gases from chemical
plants or ferro-alloy plants could also
be used, for example.
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SATS INTERVIEW

FOCUS ON
THE FUTURE
The past year has been eventful for Singapore-based handler SATS – and the company
continues to look ahead, says Alex Hungate, its president and CEO

S

ATS has been growing over the last while,
with an expanded geographic presence, new
services and development in adjacent businesses. Hungate explains how, and considers
what the future might hold.

How have you expanded your geographic coverage?
Leveraging our cargo handling expertise, we formed a
joint venture (JV) with Oman Air – Oman Air SATS Cargo
– to provide cargo handling services at Muscat International Airport. In addition, we ventured into Saudi Arabia and became the first international cargo handler to be
awarded a cargo handling licence to operate in Dammam.
These add to our growing network in Asia and the Middle
East and will enhance connectivity for our cargo customers
across the region.
And what about your service portfolio – what’s new there?
We have developed new innovative services to provide value-add for our customers and partners. We
opened our second perishable handling facility – AISATS Coolport – in Bangalore. This
extends SATS’ cold-chain network, and
reinforces our strategy of enhancing connectivity for our customers across Asia.
It will also provide a secure end-to-end
handling solution for perishables moving within our cold chain network.
On top of this, SATS also launched a
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secure, temperature-controlled, quality corridor between Singapore and
Zurich with our partners Swiss WorldCargo (SWC) and Cargologic (CGL).
SATS and CGL have synchronised
their cargo handling facilities and procedures to deliver the most accurate,
reliable handling on the ground and
in the air, with full paperless cargo acceptance processes that enhance visibility and transparency for shippers.
This offers SWC’s customers an assurance of the highest standards in coldchain handling, and helps promote the
carriage of pharmaceuticals and other
temperature-sensitive air freight on
the Singapore-Zurich route.
On our Food business, we announced that we were the first airline
caterer to house a team of international culinary consultants. Named ‘SATS
Culinary Consultants’, the team further
improves our ability to offer airline
customers high-quality, differentiated
Asian selections, both traditional and
contemporary. This will enhance flight
experiences as passengers can get to
enjoy authentically Asian and international gourmet dishes on board.
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Can you tell AGS a bit more about
the adjacent businesses you
mentioned?
SATS has also branched out into
… travel retail through the formation
of a JV with DFASS in Singapore. The
JV will provide in-flight duty-free and
duty-paid sales, offer mail order and
pre-order service, supply liquor for
in-flight pouring services, and operate
ground-based duty-free and duty-paid
retail sales in Singapore.
How would you say the ground
handling market in your region has
changed in the last 12 months or
so?
Reports have indicated that passenger volume in Asia is expected to grow
strongly and airports in the region are
adding capacity to meet the growing
demand. Air travel is projected to increase dramatically by an extra 1.8 billion passengers by 2034 in Asia with
Chinese travellers leading the growth.
Food demand in Asia will more
than double by 2020, to nearly US$3
trillion a year, while food consumption in China will more than double to

around $1.48 trillion by 2020.
Asia Pacific is also the largest retail
e-commerce market with the region
seeing fastest gains worldwide, and
sales expected to top $2.3 trillion in
2019. Rapid growth in the number of
Internet users buying digitally for the
first time, as well as the increasing disposable incomes in China, India and
Indonesia, are fuelling the majority of
the region’s growth.
Specifically for e-commerce, we
have just unveiled SATS eCommerce
AirHub, becoming the first ground
handler in Asia to operate such an
automated airside facility. Spanning
6,000m 2, our e-commerce facility
houses state-of-the-art technology,
multiplying our mailbag processing
capacity by more than three times and
streamlining mail sortation processes
to deliver quicker turnaround for international e-commerce mail. This
results in a 50% reduction in processing time, and enhances competitiveness of the whole air freight industry
in Singapore by offering greater speed
and transparency, as well as higher
capacity to handle future growth.
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What else is changing in the
industry?
Aside from these three macro
trends, we are also seeing a rise in the
low-cost carrier (LCC) segment, and
we expect for it to continue growing.
LCCs require difference services from
full service carriers, but we see opportunities to leverage the volumes that
LCCs bring. With the culinary expertise, customer touch points and strong
innovative capability that SATS has,
we are able to work closely with our
partners to offer differentiated services, and value-add by coming up with
innovative products to increase ancillary revenue.
In addition, there is an increasing push towards passenger check-in
at common-use self-service kiosks. In
Singapore, SATS has worked closely
with the aviation and airport authori-

sources through job redesign and upskilling.
Another challenge we are facing
would be the intense competition and
pricing pressures. However, we continue to work closely with our customers
and partners to develop new innovative solutions that can provide them
with value-added and differentiated
solutions.
Can you say a little more about
how and why you’re harnessing
technology?
The use of technology has allowed us
to increase volume without increasing
cost proportionately, leading to an improvement in margins and productivity.
We deploy the smart use of technology to deliver efficiencies. In December 2016, we announced that we
were the world’s first ground handler

Innovative technological solutions on the
ramp, such as smart watches, are among
the areas in which SATS is investing

ties as well as our airline customers
to implement the Fast and Seamless
Travel (FAST) check-in initiative. We
have also provided support to facilitate
the smooth transitioning from checking in at the counters to using the selfservice kiosks. In addition, we have
made efforts to ensure continued high
levels of customer service that Singapore Changi Airport is renowned for.
That all sounds very positive; what
BCPVUUIFEJGlDVMUJFTIBOEMFSTGBDF
One of the biggest challenges we
are facing, which is also prevalent
worldwide, would be the tight manpower market. As we grow scale, we
seek to harness technology to alleviate the manpower crunch, increase our
productivity, improve quality of our
food and services and optimise our re-
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to deploy smart watches in ramp handling. This helps to streamline and automate on-ground processes and communication, and allows us to reallocate
resources for greater efficiency. The
smart watches are paired with boneconductor headsets via Bluetooth, and
this enhances safety and ease of collaboration.
Another example of technology
adopted in our operations would be
within our large central kitchens, where
we have automated our tray assembly
line with robotics, and implemented
an intelligent, automated cutlery sorting and packing system. We also announced that we would be incorporating a new production line within our
kitchen by the second quarter of 2017.
This new production line will include
automated sauce and ingredient dis-

pensers as well as robotic wok paddles
– speeding up soup, sauce and rice production and part of its dishing process.
The new system will be capable of processing food on a large scale, which will
in turn enhance consistency in taste
and quality as well as further reduce labour intensive processes.
We have also used technology to
facilitate job redesign. An example
would be our SATS one-stop eAcceptance initiative, where we digitised
the cargo acceptance process, and also
simplified the process from 18 steps to
8 steps. Through this, we were able to
optimise our manpower resources by
combining the duties of both counter
office and truck dock staff, and deploying our extra manpower elsewhere.
In addition, technology also
helps us upskill our people. With the
launch of our state-of-the-art automated SATS eCommerce AirHub
facility, we implemented comprehensive training programmes for
the team to pick up additional skills,
enabling them to confidently manage
the latest mail sortation technology
and implement the new integrated
process for sorting of e-commerce
mail. Also, the team is now able to
perform new functions and enlarge
their job responsibilities, enhancing
their careers through broader experiences within the business.
What is your outlook for the rest of
2017?
In the coming year, we expect the
operating environment to remain
challenging with global economic uncertainties and competitive pressures
in the aviation business. The progress
that we have made this year has laid
a strong foundation for us to capture
opportunities that we are seeing in the
region: increased air travel; demand
for high-quality, safe food; and increased e-commerce.
We will continue to seek growth in
three areas: improving organic growth
in our existing portfolio; leveraging
our expertise and building out our
core businesses in Asia and the Middle East; and building up complementary adjacent businesses to diversify
our business and create new revenue
streams.
At the same time, we will also continue our focus on innovation through
the introduction of technology and
robotics in our operations to enhance
productivity and improve quality of our
food and services, as well as the development of new initiatives that will create
value for our customers and partners.
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UKRAINE SPOTLIGHT

UKRAINE CONTINUES
GROUND HANDLING REFORM
The government of Ukraine is working to stabilise and improve the nation’s ground handling
services, reports Eugene Gerden

T

he ongoing reform involves
the
de-monopolisation
of
ground
handling
activities at Ukrainian
airports and the creation
of conditions for greater competition
and transparency in the industry.
According to the Ukrainian government, as well as some local experts
in the field of ground handling, implementation of the reform is urgently
required, as the current situation in
the country’s ground handling industry remains complex.
The idea of the reform was put forward for the first time in the middle of
last year; however, due to a shortage
of funds in the Ukrainian budget and
the economic crisis in the country, its
implementation was suspended for an
indefinite period of time.
Analysts from the Ukrainian Ministry of Infrastructure say that the
need for the reform is also related to
the decision of the country’s government to close its domestic airspace
to Russian airlines, which resulted in
serious losses for Ukrainian ground
handling providers – the majority of
whom have traditionally specialised
in the provision of ground handling
services to Russian companies.
To date, the majority of services
in the field of ground handling in
Ukraine have been provided by the
airports themselves or by companies
affiliated with them. This has resulted
in the setting of overstated tariffs for
services and the implementation of
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discriminatory measures in regard to
airlines.
The reform is expected to help the
Ukrainian government to restrict the
current domination of monopolies in
this field. It also involves more active
adoption of Western experience in
the provision of ground handling services, which is expected to take place
through the attraction of Western experts in this field.
It is planned that part of the funds
will be allocated for the modernisation and further development of IT
infrastructure at Ukrainian airports,
which should ensure the provision of
high-quality regular services in the
field of ground handling.
Due to the current financial crisis
in Ukraine, some local airports have
recently revealed their plans to outsource ground handling services to
private operators. For example, such
plans have been announced by Boryspil in Kiev (the largest airport in
Ukraine in terms of passenger traffic).
According to state plans, implementation of the reform should be
finally completed by the end of 2017.
The reform also involves more
active purchases of ground support
equipment (GSE) for the needs of
Ukrainian airports. In recent years
the demand for high quality GSE has
significantly increased, which resulted in better quality ground support
services.
The Ukrainian GSE market has
grown significantly, mainly as a result

of the modernisation of airfield infrastructure and the purchase of modern equipment at some of the country’s airports. For example, Kiev Boryspil airport last year invested about
US$30 million in the purchase of new
airport equipment – mostly aircraft
tugs, high-loaders, de-icers and apron
buses.
Still, according to experts from
the Ukrainian State Transport Leasing Company, Ukraine’s largest leasing company in the field of transport,
despite the growth of the market in
recent years and several investment
projects undertaken by the country’s
leading airports, the current situation in the industry remains complex.
GSE at Ukraine’s airports displays
a great deal of wear and tear due to
its age and also because many of the
country’s runways do not meet international standards and, indeed, are
almost unsuitable for operation.
Currently most of Ukraine’s GSE
is imported. Domestic manufacturers
tend to make outdated equipment designed during the Soviet era, or copies
of imported equipment. The need for
new designs to comply with international standards is part of the picture.
As a rule, the majority of the country’s regional airports do not have
enough funds to purchase quality imported GSE, and are therefore obliged
to use locally manufactured equipment or products made in the CIS region. Kiev, on the other hand, uses a
higher level of foreign-made GSE.
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AIRCRAFT CLEANING REPORT

Inside or out, aircraft must be kept spotless for a variety of
reasons: from customer satisfaction, to security, to performance,

CLEAN MACHINES

B

efore he came to work
for OCS as operations
director,
Jim
Niblock
admits he could be a bit
snooty about the cleaning
side of the aviation business. Having
worked at Menzies and Servisair on
ground handling operations, he says he
underestimated the skill levels required
to do the job. “I’ve now got the greatest
respect for their professionalism and
qualiﬁcations so I’m certainly not
looking down my nose at the cleaners
now,” he says.
Niblock explains that the OCS cleaning teams have to run operations like
clockwork, especially for short-haul
ﬂights, where turnaround times can
be so fast they only have a few minutes to spare. But cleaning aircraft in
the modern era of high security is not
solely about removing dirt and trash.
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For Secure Clean, the
cleaners also have to undergo
counter-terrorism screening
at the highest level by the
British Government.
Jim Niblock

The teams also have to security check
every area of the aircraft before any passengers, or crew, are allowed on board.
Though not all OCS operations are in
the ‘Secure Clean’ category, all employees have to be trained to carry out the
full service in case it is required.
“The cleaners have to be cleared at a
higher security level than the pilots,” said
Niblock. “They need ﬁve-year minimum
UK residency, and identity and criminal record checks just to get an airport
badge to work airside. But for Secure
Clean, they also have to undergo counter-terrorism screening at the highest
level by the British Government.”
When the cleaners are audited, they
are examined not only on their ability
to leave the planes spotless, but also on
their nose for ﬁnding test ‘suspicious’
objects concealed on the planes by airline staff. “There was a big scare last
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year when the Russian aircraft plunged
into the Black Sea after taking off from
Sochi Airport,” Niblock remembers. “It’s
thought that an object placed under a
seat brought the plane down. We reiterated our training policies as a result, but
our teams are rigorous when carrying
out physical searches.”
OCS provides aircraft interior
cleaning services at three major British airports: Heathrow, Gatwick and
Manchester. Until very recently, it had
the contract to clean more than 70% of
planes landing at one of the world’s biggest airports, London Heathrow. But on
March 1, it had to hand over its British
Airways cleaning business to Omniserv
after losing out in the tender process.
The loss represented a major disruption for OCS, which had cleaned aircraft
for BA at Heathrow for 30 years. There
are around 250 short-haul and 150 longhaul BA ﬂights on a busy day at Heathrow alone and losing the contract means
a reduction of 55% of OCS’s cleaning
business in the UK. Nonetheless, OCS
still has a major contract with Virgin,
which amounts to around 100 ﬂights a
day from Heathrow, 60 ﬂights from Gatwick and 50 from Manchester. And OCS
still has a lot of business with other major airlines at these three airports.
“When bidding to continue working with BA, we had to be competitively
priced to take into account our shareholders and what we were offering in
terms of our high level of technology. We
weren’t the cheapest option, but there
was a price we could not drop below,”
says Niblock.
OCS has invested heavily in developing its technological resources. The
logistics of secure cleaning hundreds of
aircraft demand that the company runs
its operations out of ofﬁces in a similar
way to air trafﬁc control. At Heathrow,
for example, the central ofﬁce hub contains a bank of screens and controllers
allocating jobs to team leaders. They also
track the ﬂeet of OCS vehicles, which includes trucks, vans and the high lifts that
carry supplies to the planes.
“From a productivity point of view
the control rooms are essential,” Niblock
stresses. “In this business labour is 80%
of costs and if your system is not right
you won’t be competitive, or deliver the
level of service required. From the control room, the operatives can track every
move of the crews closely and see where
they have reached on any given task. We
audit all processes by tablet and we can
look at every cabin and every employee
and assess the performance against the
requirements of each airline. We’re also
using Inform planning tools to allow us
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to control the movement of labour.”
OCS offers different levels of cleaning. On short-haul ﬂights, teams have
to mobilise quickly as they have only
minutes to do the job. After entering
through the back doors of the aircraft,
some operatives carry out the cleaning
jobs, such as restocking washrooms,
clearing rubbish and removing dirt, and
others attend to the security side, which
involves searching seats for lost property
and suspicious objects.

On long-haul ﬂights there is more
time to carry out prime cleans, which
can take about 90 minutes for teams of
around 10. Finally, deep cleans are carried out from time to time. They take
much longer because the aircraft has to
be cleaned in segments. The seats are
taken apart, all areas are thoroughly polished and carpets are shampooed.
After all levels of clean, OCS takes
a record of which operatives worked
on the plane in case a suspect object is

W E P R I D E O U R S E LV E S O N B E I N G D I F F E R E N T
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CLEANING

A lot of the time we work
for ground handlers who
subcontract their cleaning out
to us. Cleaning is just a small
part of their full
handling services
David Hiersche

found later. The team leader then signs
off the aircraft as safe. To date, nothing
terribly serious has been found, Niblock
says, but the cleaners have located plenty
of iPads and smartphones, as well as occasional ‘jokey’ notes containing terrorist threats. These notes always have to be
reported to the authorities just in case.
DIVERSIFYING

Niblock says the BA contract was so huge
that it was almost all-encompassing for
the business. Now that its operations
have been streamlined, OCS has more of
an opportunity to implement even more
advanced technologies and diversify its
business. The company already has a
joint venture in Norway on the cleaning
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side, with OCS providing expert advice,
and there may be further expansions
into the European market. OCS has
many other businesses, including
baggage scanning at Birmingham,
immigration controls at Gatwick and
Heathrow and PRM services at six UK
airports. It is beginning to expand some
of these operations into other European
countries.
One company that has made an astonishing success of its diversiﬁed portfolio of businesses is ISS, the provider
of facility services with more than half a
million employees, making it one of the
world’s largest private employers. A big
part of the ISS business is in the aviation
sector – mainly cleaning services, but
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AIRCRAFT CLEANING REPORT
ISS has branched out into other areas.
For example, it offers additional passenger handling in the US, airline catering
in Israel and aircraft security operations
in Australia.
“Our main aviation business is
cleaning, but it depends on which country,” observes David Hiersche, managing director of ISS Ground Services. “A
lot of the time we work for ground handlers who subcontract their cleaning
out to us. Cleaning is just a small part of
their full handling services, which have
peaks and troughs and because it’s not
the margin bringer, they often prefer to
subcontract it.”
The main ISS aviation hub is in Vienna. A new company started in Germany last September, ISS Ground Services
Germany – a subsidiary of ISS Austria.
From its European base, ISS has a major
presence in cleaning services in Austria,
Germany, Switzerland, Finland, Norway, Portugal, Indonesia and the US,
with smaller operations in other places.
It cleans both legacy and budget airlines.
One of the largest ISS cleaning
subcontracts is in Vienna for the Turkish company, Çelebi Ground Handling,
which is the second-biggest ground handler in the Austrian market. On behalf
of Çelebi, ISS cleans aircraft at Vienna
Airport for Turkish Airlines, BA, Iberia,
KLM and Air France, among others.

ENGINE OPTIMISATION
Aircraft engines also have to be washed sometimes; otherwise, fuel consumpUJPOSJTFT%VSJOHmJHIU EJSUGSPNJOTFDUT TBOE EVTU QPMMFO BOETBMUBDDVNV
lates in jet engines, particularly on the fan and compressor blades.
In 2007, Lufthansa Technik developed its water-based Cyclean Engine wash
to clean engines during ground time. A movable 360-degree cleaning container
lUUFEXJUIUXPXBUFSOP[[MFTJTlUUFEUPUIFFOHJOFIFBE8BUFS IFBUFEUP³$ 
is then injected into the engine at a pressure of 65 bars.
5IFEJSFDUQFOFUSBUJPOJOUPUIFFOHJOFHBTmPXGBDJMJUBUFTPQUJNBMDMFBOJOH
PGUIFCMBEFTBOEDPNQSFTTPST"mFYJCMFTIFFUVOEFSOFBUIUIFFOHJOFDBUDIFT
all contaminated water as it leaves the engine and feeds it into a mobile tank.
5IFlUUJOHPGUIFDMFBOJOHDPOUBJOFSJTTJNQMFBOERVJDL TPUIFFOUJSFQSPDFTT
takes under an hour.
h3FHVMBS DMFBOJOH NFBOT FOHJOFT BSF NPSF UIFSNBMMZ FGlDJFOU BOE VTF PO
average 1% less kerosene for the same level of performance. Airline operators
save not only kerosene costs but also long-term maintenance costs for the enHJOFT"MTP UIFTJHOJlDBOUMZMPXFSDBSCPOEJPYJEFBOEOJUSPHFOPYJEFFNJTTJPOT
reduce the environmental impact of engine operation,” a Lufthansa technical
spokesman adds.
4JODF -VGUIBOTB PQFOFE UIF lSTU $ZDMFBO 4FSWJDF 4UBUJPO JO 0OUBSJP $BMJ
GPSOJB JO UIFNFUIPEIBTCFFOTPMEUPEP[FOTPGBJSMJOFDVTUPNFST5IF
most recent contract was with Qantas. Lufthansa has also built several more
Cyclean Service Stations around the world, including three in the UAE and one
in Canada.

EXTERIOR CLEANING

Unlike OCS, ISS also offers cleaning
services for the external bodies of
aircraft. How often these great shells
get cleaned depends on the individual
airlines. United Airlines, for example,
has a policy of washing its aircraft every
50 days and has wash locations scattered
throughout the world at 14 airports
including Houston, Newark, Singapore,
Hong Kong and Sao Paulo.
There are two main methods for
cleaning aircraft, Hiersche outlines –
dry and wet washes. A wet wash takes
around 10,000 litres of water for an
A320, so a dry wash is considered kinder to the environment. But dry washes
have not taken off everywhere, he says.
In places like Dubai and Abu Dhabi
wet washes are preferred because of the
amount of sand in the air, which means
dry washes can cause scratches on the
aircraft body. In most European countries, including in Germany, Austria,
Switzerland and Portugal, dry washes
are more common now. But surprisingly,
the UK market has been more resistant
to the option so far.
Sometimes, it’s not possible to do a
dry wash. Hangar space is normally required as weather conditions prevent
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dry washes being done outside. For example, hot sun dries out the chemicals
too fast and they harden on the surface,
becoming difﬁcult to remove.
According to a technical spokesman
for Lufthansa, dry washes are more effective than wet ones. “Thanks to newer
cleaning agents, a resource-friendly dry
wash every six months is enough, whereas a few years ago, wide-bodied aircraft
had to be washed four times a year with
foam and up to 13,000 litres of water,”
he explains.
But the dry washes take more manpower to carry out. Every segment has to
be covered in special chemicals, which
are left on the plane to do their work for
a period of time before being removed.
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“To date, there are no suitable machines
available, so the entire dry process has
to be performed by hand and it requires
considerably more effort than a wet
wash. Around 20 cleaning personnel
work on a wide-bodied aircraft for an
average of 24 hours, whereas a wet wash
can be completed within eight hours,”
the Lufthansa spokesman comments.
When a jumbo jet or an Airbus A380
is towed off to the maintenance hangar
for external cleaning, there is plenty of
dirt on the fuselage skin. A Lufthansa
plane may have seen more than 3,000
hours of intercontinental ﬂight in the
six months since it was last washed. The
dirt makes the aircraft less attractive,
heavier, and less aerodynamic. Clean air-

craft are therefore more economical and
more environmentally friendly.
When a Lufthansa aircraft enters the
hangar, the highly sensitive sensors and
instruments are masked and the wheels
are encased to protect the tyres and
brakes from chemical solvents. Then the
dry wash begins. The personnel apply a
thin layer of special cleaning paste to the
surface. The paste bonds with dirt, and
after polishing and drying it seals the
surface. Unpainted parts of the engines
are left so that the surface material is
not corroded. For the manual cleaning
of the windows, special cleansing agents
are used that were ﬁrst tested and certiﬁed in Lufthansa Technik’s in-house
laboratories.
Although a dry wash occupies
around 450 manpower hours for Lufthansa, there are some logistical reasons
for preferring it. During a wet wash,
because of the sensitive on-board electronics, no other work can be carried out
on the aircraft. But during a dry wash,
maintenance work and interior cleaning
can be performed at the same time. “It
is good for the environment, too, with
kerosene savings of up to 0.2%, and the
dry wash eliminates the need for complex and intensive ﬁltering of the water
contaminated with dirt and cleansing
agents. The only part of the aircraft
that Lufthansa still cleans with water
and cleaning ﬂuid is the undercarriage,
which is always extremely dirty,” the airline’s spokesman says.
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IATA 753
Do You Know Where Your Bags Are?
Getting ready for IATA 753/A4A Resolution 30.53 is simplified
with Brock Solutions’ cloud-based SmartSuite Enterprise solution.

The modular design of SmartSuite Enterprise enables data capture at all key moments in a
bag’s journey. Collecting this data provides visibility into all baggage touchpoints locally
and across a global operation.
Available in both on-premises and cloud-based configurations, SmartSuite Enterprise
provides the flexibility to implement a centralized baggage tracking solution that fits your
needs.

Reduction of mishandled baggage

Reduced baggage fraud

Detailed tracking history for each bag

Improved bag-to-passenger recovery process

Increased passenger satisfaction

Improved compliance with service level
agreements for baggage handlers, down to
the individual

Brock Solutions specializes in real-time baggage tracking and tracing, and has
spent years helping airports and airlines improve operations by implementing
our SmartSuite Enterprise solutions.

If you would like more information or have any questions about
how SmartSuite can help with baggage tracking, please email

smartsuite@brocksolutions.com
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INNOVATION:

IMPROVING THE
PASSENGER EXPERIENCE

Blockchain, analytics,
biometric scanning and
the Internet of Things
are demonstrating the
art of the possible in the
aviation industry, writes
Martin Courtney

T
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he aviation industry has
much to gain from the
innovative use of information technology (IT),
and airlines, airports and
ground handling companies are putting considerable time and money into
identifying and deploying the hardware and software best able to deliver
new services whilst reducing operational costs and improving the passenger experience.
A study of 100 US airports conducted by Airports Council International – North America (ACI-NA)
found that airports in the USA will
need to spend US$100 billion upgrading current infrastructure over the
next five years, for example. Just over

half of that investment is earmarked
for terminal projects, with another
25% for landside requirements and
21% airside improvements.
Airports everywhere expect to follow similar IT upgrade and development initiatives as they expand to cope
with rising passenger numbers.
Colin Mair is head of information
and trials of new apps and technology
at Heathrow airport. Speaking to AGS
at the IoT Expo conference in London
earlier this year, he outlined a number
of IT projects currently in the trial or
planning stage.
“Heathrow is essentially a small
city with its own roads, fire station
and even a morgue, but the most interesting part for the passenger is the
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terminal and that is where we focus on
improving the experience. Whether it
is the surfaces in the building or environment, sensorising the security
cages and seating areas, or helping
people make decisions about where to
go, we are finding ways to source those
capabilities.”
IOT DRIVING OPERATIONAL
IMPROVEMENT

Mishandled baggage
remains a big problem

The innovation team at Heathrow has
been working on a new Internet of
Things (IoT) based system designed
to address the perennial problem of
aircraft noise generated on the stand,
which is subject to speciﬁc protocols in
terms of when planes should be turned
off and attached to ﬁxed ground power.
“Understanding how aircraft use
the space outside the airport building
is quite interesting to us both from a
health and safety point of view and
for auditing against compliance with
[noise] regulations,” says Mair.
Heathrow worked with systems
integrator Fujitsu to develop a solution which uses an array of directional
microphones attached to a couple of
low-cost Raspberry Pi devices running

a machine learning application which
performs a spectral analysis of the
sound being generated by the aircraft.
By comparing that data against
previous information, it is possible to
accurately identify the type of aircraft,
the manufacturer of the engines, and
when and for how long each of the engines or auxiliary power units (APUs)
was running.
“By feeding that information back
into the Fujitsu IoT platform, we could
mash it up with some other data [eg
weather conditions, temperature, humidity] to see if there might be a reason why the aircraft was running additional engines – was it too hot or too
cold for example – and we got some
good status information on ground
power availability,” Mair explains.
“Then you start to get useful insight as
to why the aircraft might be behaving
in that way which we can feed back to
the airlines to determine any impact
on the flight schedule.”
MACHINE LEARNING

Other organisations are supplementing
their analytics projects with machine
learning technology to lead more
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AMADEUS: IATA RESOLUTION 753
The aim of IATA’s Resolution 753 is to reduce the number of lost or delayed
items of baggage by keeping track of them at every stage of their journey
between passenger check-in and collection from the carousel. It is hoped
the initiative will lead to a better customer experience whilst simultanePVTMZSFEVDJOHUIFTJHOJlDBOUDPTUJOWPMWFEJOUSBDLJOH SFUSJFWJOHBOESF
turning missing or delayed baggage.
Patricia Maya, product manager, passenger processing services, AirportIT at
Amadeus, outlines why it is important that airports, airlines and ground handlers implement the right bag tracking technology which could prove the crucial difference in passengers choosing one airport or airline over another.

“The aviation industry still spends US$2.3 billion a year dealing with mishanEMJOHCBHT5IBUJTBIVHFlOBODJBMJTTVFGPSBJSMJOFT"JSMJOFTBSFBMTPEFBMJOH
with savvy passengers that know they have options and alternatives when it
comes to choosing airports or airlines without having to pay much more for a
mJHIU
When thinking about Resolution 753, in our mind it is all about options. Airports and airlines have an opportunity to use what serves them best: RFID,
integration, data sharing, etc. The bottom line is how much are they willing to
invest and how soon will they want to be compliant.
RFID is a great technology that really reduces the percentage of misread
tags, but it is a costly solution that not many airlines and airports have adopted
UPEBUFGPSlOBODJBMSFBTPOT"NBEFVTTPGUXBSFDBOSFBEBOEHBUIFSJOGPSNB
tion from RFID readers and attach the tracking stages of each bag while creating a single point of baggage history within our baggage solution.
Amadeus BRS (Baggage Reconciliation Solution) has a clear goal and that
JTUPEFDSFBTFDPTUTBOEJNQSPWFFGlDJFODZ)BWJOHBGVMMZJOUFHSBUFETVJUFPG
QSPEVDUT BOELOPXJOHUIFTUBUVTPGUIFQBTTFOHFS mJHIUBOECBHHBHFMPDBUJPO
at all times, helps decrease the need to invest heavily in infrastructure since the
last known status is available at all times. Amadeus offers integration and data
sharing as its favourite option: why? Because we believe it works and airports
and airlines can re-use information already available to them without major
infrastructure overhaul.
Many airlines, airports and ground handlers are currently testing that product, including Iceland Air, Avinor, Copenhagen airport and Almaty airport.”

informed, real-time decision making.
Machine
learning
analyses
data
to reproduce known patterns and
knowledge and applies that knowledge
to other data before using the results to
produce an automated action without
requiring human interaction.
NASA and American Airlines are
collaborating on the development and
field testing of a decision support tool
called Spot and Runway Departure
Advisor (SARDA) that uses machine
learning techniques to help airport
ramp controllers to predict taxi times,
make gate pushback decisions and
improve the overall efficiency of realtime airport operations, for example.
Machine learning can deliver
new models for digital advertising
too. Amadeus is currently exploring the use of predictive analytics to
sift through large data sets to get an
indication of how likely air travellers
are to purchase something based on
the marketing they see, either in the
airport or on a travel agent website.
Those algorithms can then be used to
automatically buy digital ad slots in
real time to maximise lead generation
and revenue.
Similar techniques can be used to
predict airline delays, using historical data to detect patterns then applying it to current data such as weather
conditions, departure times or maintenance schedules to come up with an
accurate forecast which can be used to
streamline ground operations.
BAGGAGE SYSTEM UPGRADES

Several airports, airlines and baggage
handling companies are currently
looking at new baggage handling
systems in readiness for IATA’s
Resolution 753, compliance with which
will become compulsory in June 2018.
The resolution is designed to minimise
the number of lost or misrouted items
of baggage. Whilst it states that airlines
must bear ultimate responsibility for
ensuring that each bag is delivered to
the correct passenger, those airlines will
have to work closely with the airports
and baggage handling companies to
implement any necessary changes to
current systems.
Resolution 753 requires that all
IATA members maintain an accurate
inventory of baggage by closely monitoring its acquisition and delivery,
though it does not mandate which particular bag tracking technology must
be used. Many bag tracking platforms
have been updated to support compliance, including Zafire’s FirstBag baggage management and reconciliation
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application. FirstBag includes a mobile app for baggage handlers to use
on any device alongside push alerts,
message gateways supporting the exchange of baggage information with
other airlines and systems, automated
re-flighting options and a passenger
mobile app.
Heathrow, too, is about to run a
trial of a new baggage tracking system
that focuses primarily on improving
the passenger experience. A common
complaint at the airport comes from
travellers at the baggage carousel, who
are often annoyed that they can never
be certain their luggage will turn up
until they see it at the belt.
“We looked back at how baggage is
processed throughout the system and
there is loads of tracking and scanning [via RFID and barcodes] as it
goes onto the belt, but we just don’t
tell anybody about it,” observes Mair.
“So if we can mash that information up
with some additional flight and passenger information and make it available through an API maybe that would
be interesting for people to know.”
The pilot ‘Where’s My Bag’ system will initially be made available
on a kiosk (passengers just scan their
boarding card) until Heathrow and the
airlines can work out a way to deliver
the same data via some form of mobile
app. It will provide updates on whether the bag made it onto the flight, has
arrived at the airport or is already on
the carousel. It is a prime example of
where multiple sensors and data sets
already in the airport environment can
be extracted from proprietary or siloed
systems to improve the passenger experience. But the difficulty remains in
joining the information together, making it easy for travellers to access it –
and, ultimately, finding which aviation
stakeholder will fund it.
“The second challenge is ﬁnding the
person who gets that value [other than
the passenger] and who is willing to
pay for it,” as Mair puts it. “Unless we
can prove that it reduces the number
of times somebody actually goes to the
baggage desk with an inquiry, it is really just about the passenger experience,
and that is hard to put a number on.”

BROCK: SMART SOLUTIONS
Brock Solutions is another company working towards helping the aviation inEVTUSZUPNFFUUIFSFRVJSFNFOUTPG*"5"3FTPMVUJPO$MJGG#VSDIlFME TFOJPS
director of international sales at Brock, outlines one project that was of parUJDVMBSTJHOJlDBODF

“With transfers being the largest single issue in mishandling, the third party
baggage handlers responsible for interline transfers at LAX and JFK (Aero Port
Services and Airway, LLC, respectively) were looking for a way to track individual bags that were picked up and dropped off throughout the terminal, as
well as to measure the overall service performance and the performance of
individual employees. Without a reliable tracking (and manual) system in place,
there are no records for accountability and no visibility into the process for the
ground handler to make proactive decisions. All airlines at JFK and LAX had a
vested interest in ensuring that a system was in place for recording the detailed
history of every interline transfer bag.
Brock Solutions’ SmartBag Tracking software provides this functionality with
VQUPlWFZFBSTPGIJTUPSZGPSFBDIBOEFWFSZCBHJOUFSMJOFUSBOTGFSSFEXJUIJO
both LAX and JFK. This information is used to show trends, measure perforNBODF LFFQBDDPVOUJOHTUBUJTUJDT QMBOTUBGlOH FUD0OFBJSMJOFJO-"9SFEVDFE
its bag transfer time by more than 50% because operational issues were exposed through the data collected.
The SmartBag Tracking functionality has been integrated into Brock’s core
SmartSuite Solution. In particular, Tracking is now part of Brock Solutions’
Baggage Reconciliation System (BRS) product, SmartBag, and included in every BRS deployment. By establishing a detailed transaction history for every
checked bag, particularly at the mandatory tracking points outlined in IATA
  #SPDL JTBCMFUP IFMQBJSMJOFTBDIJFWFDPNQMJBODF RVJDLMZ BOE FGlDJFOUMZ
SmartBag Tracking allows bags to be scanned at an unlimited number of scan
locations throughout the airport, creating a detailed bag history and generating Baggage Processed Messages (BPMs) as bags are picked up, dropped off,
transferred, and loaded onto and off of aircraft. Each bag’s journey is tracked,
providing a wealth of information about each bag, and improving accountability
and on-time performance across all carriers.”

BIOMETRICS AND BLOCKCHAIN

The use of biometric security
technology to reduce airport queues
is also accelerating, with Amsterdam’s
Schiphol airport the latest to trial facial
recognition in partnership with Dutch
airline KLM. Passengers will be able to
identify themselves for boarding using
only their faces, though they must ﬁrst
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register their details using passports and
paper boarding documents at a desk in
the waiting area, which KLM hopes will
reduce queuing times when it comes to
getting on the aircraft itself.
SITA, too, is beginning to roll out
its Smart Path platform, trialled at
Doha airport, that uses facial scans at
the first touch point to enable travellers to move through the airport and
board a plane using only their face for
verification at each step.
Elsewhere, Air New Zealand has
installed the last of its new biometric
technology-enabled self-service bag
drops at Auckland airport – again requiring passengers to self-scan their
passport and boarding pass along with
an image of their face before placing
their bag onto the belt to be weighed
before it is automatically deposited
into the baggage handling system. The
airline hopes the 13 machines will significantly streamline the check-in process whilst simultaneously reducing
its own staffing costs.
The Schiphol–KLM facial recognition trial will see passenger details
automatically deleted to ensure compliance with data privacy regulations,
a complex issue given the myriad national and international laws which
control how airlines, airports and
ground handling companies store,
share and manage passenger data
during the identification and verification process. One possible solution is
blockchain, currently being trialled
by SITA Lab. Working with digital
identity card specialist ShoCard, it has
come up with system that creates a ‘token’ on a mobile phone within which
is stored biometric and other personal
information. Travellers scan their face
and device as a means to verify their
identity wherever they go, with blockchain providing a means of sharing
the information only with those who
need to know and preventing access
from other stakeholders in the chain.
The information stays with the
passenger rather than being stored
elsewhere and safeguarding it is important in order to comply with various data protection regulations to
which both passengers and data hosting and processing companies are subject in multiple countries of the world.
Also, once private details are recorded
in a block it is very difficult to amend
them, providing additional protection against fraud. SITA is looking at
whether the system can be successfully applied to self-service security and
boarding processes, as well as landing
cards and border control.

www.ags-airlinegroundservices.com

Schiphol airport and KLM are trialling technology
that will enable passengers to identify themselves for
boarding using only their faces

While blockchain offers significant
potential, it remains in the early stages
of its development and new industry
standards for supported hardware are
likely to be needed to support secure
passenger identification in airports
using multiple scanning technologies.
INNOVATION LABS

While the advantages that clever use
of new IT can provide to the aviation
industry are widely appreciated,
stakeholders often do not yet know
what form those solutions will take.
Many are now establishing innovation
centres designed to identify interesting
application
use
cases,
suitable
technology platforms and the suppliers
best able to bring those platforms into
commercial reality.
One is aircraft maker Embraer,
currently setting up a new Global
Business Center in its Melbourne,
Florida facility dedicated to exploring multiple technologies. The scheme
will involve close collaboration with
silicon start-ups, investors, academic
institutions and big technology corporations as Embraer identifies where
the evolution and adoption of artificial
intelligence (AI) robotics, virtual reality and autonomous vehicles can deliver operational benefits to passenger
and cargo transportation.
The International Airlines Group
(IAG – parent company of British Airways, Iberia, Vueling and Aer Lingus)
embarked on a similar initiative late
last year. Its Hangar 51 venture aims
to nurture tech start-ups able to devel-

op new hardware, software and services which can help digitise airport and
business processes, make better use of
data to increase business and improve
the passenger experience by promoting greater customer satisfaction.
The 10-week tech accelerator programme began in early January and
sees four finalists work alongside IAG
in London to test their ideas in a commercial setting. Those taking part include VChain Tech, which uses blockchain secure transaction technology to
build a Digital Identity software as a
service (SaaS) platform that can help
airlines share data safely and securely when passengers take connecting
flights. Warwick Analytics is a team
of expert data scientists who produce
automated predictive analytics software, and Resolver is an independent
online resolution service designed to
help consumers raise issues and assist aviation stakeholders to be more
effective at resolving them. The final
entrant is Esplorio, a mobile app that
provides a simple way to record and
share journey details, ensuring that
travellers never forget their amazing
experiences and adventures.
Elsewhere, consultancy company
Deloitte is creating a new UK-based
Aviation Technology team tasked
with identifying new hardware, software and service platforms to help
the aviation industry address its current challenges, headed up by a management team with a wealth of experience at Lockheed Martin, Leidos
and Amor Group.
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TCR STRENGTHENS BUSINESS
PARTNERSHIPS IN ASIA
Recent developments have seen
TCR sign a partnership agreement
with Malaysia Airports (MAHB)
and deliver major fleet upgrades
for its regional airline and ground
handling partners.
The partnership between MAHB
and TCR provides the latter a platform
to offer world-class GSE facilities at
KLIA and other selected Malaysian airports over time. Malaysia is the home of
TCR’s APAC (Asia Paciﬁc) headquarters
and the foundation for its APAC expansion, a project that includes Singapore,
Thailand, Indonesia, Australia, New
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Zealand, Hong Kong, the Philippines
and Japan. TCR’s partnership with
MAHB will contribute to improved service levels and cost savings for ground
handling companies and airlines. It is
also expected to result in smoother passenger transits and on-time baggage
performance at MAHB facilities.
In other developments, AeroDarat
recently signed on again with TCR
for full service rental of new ground
support equipment to enhance the
service that it provides to its customer base. AeroDarat is a new brand
for the ground handling business of

Malaysian Airlines. During 2016 the
owner of Malaysian Airline, Khazanah
sovereign investment fund, carved
AeroDarat out from under the wings
of the airline so that it might serve the
entire Malaysian market rather than
just Malaysian Airlines.
Further leveraging TCR’s growing base of local mechanical staff, the
firm is also adding workshop space
and tooling, adding service vehicles
with custom fit out in three Malaysian
airports and bringing in key management talent to support growth and
bolster GSE performance.
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SWISSPORT GAINS GROUND
Handler Swissport International
has successfully won an extension
of its contract for the provision of
passenger, ramp, baggage handling,
operations coordination and load
control services for low-cost carrier
easyJet in Geneva.
Swissport Geneva CEO Antoine
Gervais states: “We are keen to drive
both customer service satisfaction and
future innovation to ensure successful
operations in this fast growing business segment.”
For easyJet, Simon Cox, head of
airport and central procurement,
adds: “From a network perspective
Swissport operates ground handling
for easyJet in 27 airports, helping the
airlines to make travel easy for millions of our passengers every year.“
Elsewhere, Oman Airport Management Company (OAMC) has granted
a ground handling licence to Swissport at Muscat International airport
in the Sultanate of Oman. Passenger
throughput from Russia and other
European countries is expected to increase by between 5 and 10% at the
gateway as its new terminal opens.
Sheikh Aimen al Hosni, CEO at
OAMC, comments: “The Muscat airport will position the Sultanate as a
modern and attractive hub for travelers transiting through the region.”
Oman is the second Gulf Cooperation Council country in which Swissport operates, having begun with Saudi Arabia in May last year.

BFS’S LATEST CUSTOMER
Bangkok Flight Services (BFS)
began providing passenger and
ramp handling services for Japanese
low-cost carrier Peach Aviation at
Bangkok Suvarnabhumi airport when
its inaugural A320 ﬂight from Naha
airport took place on 20 February.
Elsewhere, BFS parent company
Worldwide Flight Services has extended its partnership with China Airlines
in North America, adding cargo
handling at Chicago to the existing
services WFS provides to the carrier
in the US – cargo at New York JFK,
Dallas/Fort Worth and Houston, and
passenger and ramp in Honolulu.
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LAPTOP BAN
Following the introduction by the UK and US of restrictions on the carriage
of large electronic items in aircraft cabins on ﬂights from certain countries
and airports, the International Air Transport Association (IATA) has urged
governments to seek alternatives to the so-called ‘laptop ban’.
IATA director general and CEO
Alexandre de Juniac considers: “The
current measures are not an acceptable long-term solution to whatever
threat they are trying to mitigate.
Even in the short term it is difficult
to understand their effectiveness.
And the commercial distortions they
create are severe. We call on governments to work with the industry to
find a way to keep flying secure without separating passengers from their
personal electronics.”
Speaking at the Montreal Council
on Foreign Relations, he continued:
“With the measures now in place, our
passengers and member airlines are
asking valid questions. Why don’t the
US and the UK have a common list of
airports? How can laptops be secure in
the cabin on some ﬂights and not others, including ﬂights departing from
the same airport? And surely there
must be a way to screen electronic
equipment effectively? The current
situation is not acceptable and will not
maintain the all-important conﬁdence
of the industry or of travellers.”
IATA emphasised that safety and
security are “the top priority of eve-

ryone involved in aviation. Airlines
comply with government requirements and they can do this most
effectively when measures are well
coordinated.” De Juniac noted: “The
industry came together quickly to
implement the new requirements.
That was a challenge because there
was no prior consultation and little
coordination by governments.
“While governments have the primary responsibility for security, we
share the priority of keeping passengers, crew and aircraft secure. To do
that effectively intelligence is king.
And it needs to be shared amongst
governments and with the industry…
Airlines don’t want access to state secrets. But if airlines understand the
outcome governments want, they can
help with the operational experience
to deliver that result effectively and
efficiently,” he added.
The development of the International Civil Aviation Organization’s
Global Aviation Security Plan is
one way international cooperation
could be achieved, and de Juniac
urged governments to support the
initiative.
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MENZIES STAYS STRONG
Menzies Aviation has now
completed its acquisition of
aviation fuel service provider ASIG
from BBA Aviation for US$202
million, thereby expanding its
portfolio.
Also in the US, Menzies is now
handling China Airlines at LAX and
has commenced a four-year exclusive
ground handling contract at Orlando
Melbourne International airport in
Florida. Services include passenger
handling, ramp and cabin cleaning,
wheelchair and passenger assistance,
and cargo handling for Delta Airlines,
American Airlines, Porter Airlines and
Elite Airways.
The handler entered the German
market for the ﬁrst time in March,
providing passenger services for British Airways at Düsseldorf, Frankfurt,
Hamburg and Munich as well as for BA
CityFlyer at Düsseldorf and Munich.
Menzies has seen a raft of contract
renewals since the beginning of this
year, too, at stations around the world
including Macau, New Zealand, South
Africa and Namibia.
• Refuelling report, page 28

NEW E-COMMERCE FACILITY
AT CHANGI
On 13 April SATS unveiled its new
S$21 million, 6,000m2 eCommerce
AirHub at Changi airport. Co-funded
by the Civil Aviation Authority of
Singapore, the facility enhances
Changi’s e-commerce mail sorting
capability, supporting the growing
e-commerce market.
The AirHub follows a modular design so that it can be expanded in response to future growth in demand. It
features a fully automated mail sortation system that increases SATS’s mailbag processing capacity from 500 to
more than 1,800 an hour. Integration
with SingPost’s airmail consignment operations and the facility’s locality within
the airside free trade zone on the airside
help to streamline mail sorting, reducing processing time from six hours to
three, resulting in faster delivery.
In other news, Hong Kong Airlines
has selected SATS HK (a subsidiary of
Singapore-based handler SATS) and
Hong Kong’s Asia Airfreight Terminal
Company to provide ramp and cargo
services respectively in Hong Kong.

WGH GROWS, CHOOSES
ZAFIRE FIRSTRAMP
Wideroe Ground Handling (WGH) was part of Norway’s largest business
takeover last year, taking over all activity at 14 stations in Norway from SAS
Ground Handling. WGH, now Norway’s largest ground service provider,
offers a complete range of services to handle passengers, ﬂights, cargo and
mail at 41 airports throughout Norway.
WGH operations range from four employees, two daily departures and a
single customer to 250 employees, 130 daily departures and numerous customers. More or less the same services are delivered, albeit on varying scales,
but operations take place in different Nordic climates. Keeping in mind that
cost efficiency means competitiveness, WGH needs to think differently and
work ‘smarter’. It continuously strives to improve processes, without compromising its high level of safety and quality.
This requires working tools that can handle different needs and optimise
processes. When looking for a provider of a new ground handling system the
list of specifications was long. Not only must the IT solution help WGH automate processes and improve operational efficiency, but it also had to assure
service level agreement commitments, business intelligence reporting and accurate billing. It was also important that the new system could differentiate
between front and back office tasks and needs.
WGH chose Zafire based on its many next-generation solutions and flexible products. Zafire also proved to be the most innovative provider, developing solid mobile solutions. The partnership starts with the rollout of Zafire’s FirstRamp, a unique end-to-end solution that supports every aspect of
ground operations and can provide important efficiency gains while assuring
data collection, allowing WGH to become an even more competitive provider
in the Norwegian handling market .

• Interview with SATS president and
CEO Alex Hungate: page 34
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